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Abstract
The Antiproton Decelerator (AD) facility of CERN began operation in 1999 to serve experi-
ments for studies of CPT invariance by precision laser and microwave spectroscopy of antihydrogen
(H) and antiprotonic helium (pHe+) atoms. The first 12 years of AD operation saw cold H syn-
thesized by overlapping clouds of positrons (e+) and antiprotons (p) confined in magnetic Penning
traps. Cold H was also produced in collisions between Rydberg positronium (Ps) atoms and p.
Ground-state H was later trapped for up to ∼ 1000 s in a magnetic bottle trap, and microwave
transitions excited between its hyperfine levels. In the pHe+ atom, deep ultraviolet transitions were
measured to a fractional precision of (2.3–5) × 10−9 by sub-Doppler two-photon laser spectroscopy.
From this the antiproton-to-electron mass ratio was determined as Mp/me =1836.1526736(23),
which agrees with the p value known to a similar precision. Microwave spectroscopy of pHe+
yielded a measurement of the p magnetic moment with a precision of 0.3%. More recently, the
magnetic moment of a single p confined in a Penning trap was measured with a higher precision,
as µp = −2.792845(12)µnucl in nuclear magnetons. Other results reviewed here include the first
measurements of the energy loss (−dE/dx) of 1–100 keV p traversing conductor and insulator
targets; the cross sections of low-energy (< 10 keV) p ionizing atomic and molecular gas targets;
and the cross sections of 5-MeV p annihilating on various target foils via nuclear collisions. The
biological effectiveness of p beams destroying cancer cells was measured as a possible method for
radiological therapy. New experiments under preparation attempt to measure the gravitational
acceleration of H or synthesize H
+
. Several other future experiments will also be briefly described.
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1 Introduction
The Antiproton Decelerator (AD) facility of CERN [1, 2] began operation in 1999 to carry out high-
precision laser spectroscopy of antihydrogen (H) and antiprotonic helium (pHe+) atoms. It was envis-
aged that by comparing the characteristic transition frequencies of these atoms with the corresponding
ones for hydrogen (H) in the H case, or quantum electrodynamics (QED) calculations in the pHe+ case
at the highest possible precision, the consistency of CPT invariance could be tested. This invariance
is deeply engrained within the Standard Model of particle physics, and implies that particles and their
antiparticle counterparts should have exactly the same mass, and charges and magnetic moments of the
same values but opposite signs. Atoms should resonate at exactly the same frequency as ”anti-atoms”
made of antiparticles.
Precision laser and microwave spectroscopy of atoms and ions of ordinary matter have been carried
out for more than 50 years, and in recent years have achieved such a high level of sophistication that
transition frequencies have routinely been measured with an experimental precision of better than
10−15. This precision exceeds even the precision by which the international definition of the second can
be currently determined. Some experiments are sensitive to minute shifts in the frequencies due to the
effects of General Relativity. Progress on the anti-atom side is much more difficult due to the simple fact
that cold samples are so difficult to synthesize in large quantities. The constituent antiprotons (p) and
positrons (e+) can only be produced in very small quantities in laboratory nuclear reactions at MeV or
GeV energy scales. These particles cannot be directly used to form stationary atoms that can be used
for precision spectroscopy, since their kinetic energy exceeds the eV-scale binding energy by orders of
magnitude. So first the p and e+ must be collected using various experimental techniques, and cooled in
some cases by 10 orders of magnitude. In fact for achieving the highest possible experimental precision,
one needs the coldest atoms (< 10 K) where the Doppler effect on the measured atomic frequencies
caused by thermal motions is minimized.
The AD is currently the world’s only facility where p of low (5.3 MeV) energy needed for these
experiments can be produced. Important milestones achieved at the AD include the production of H
[3, 4, 5, 6] in magnetic Penning traps. The H were later produced at cryogenic temperatures [7], and
confined for ∼ 1000 s in a magnetic bottle trap [8, 9, 10]. The first microwave excitations between the
ground-state hyperfine substates of H were recently demonstrated [11].
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For pHe+ [12], the atomic transition frequencies were measured by single [13, 14, 15] and sub-
Doppler two-photon [16] laser spectroscopy to a fractional precision of ∼ 10−9. By comparing the
experimental results with QED calculations [17], the antiproton-to-electron mass ratio was determined
as Mp/me = 1836.1526736(23) [16]. Microwave spectroscopy of pHe
+ allowed the determination of
the p magnetic moment with a precision of 0.3% [18]. This agreed with the magnetic moment values
derived from previous X-ray spectroscopy experiments on antiprotonic lead atoms with a similar level
of precision [19].
The magnetic moment of a single p confined in a Penning trap was recently measured with a much
higher precision, as µp = −2.792845(12)µnucl [20] in nuclear magnetons. This agreed with the known
proton value with a fractional precision of ∼ 4 × 10−6. This experiment employed the continuous
Stern-Gerlach effect, where an inhomogeneous magnetic field of a so-called ”magnetic bottle” was
superimposed on the Penning trap. Spin-flips of the p resonating with an external RF field were then
revealed as small shifts in the oscillation frequency of the p’s axial motion in the trap.
Measurements of various atomic [21, 22, 23, 24, 25] and nuclear [26] collision cross sections using
low-energy p were also carried out. One experiment studied the biological effectiveness of p beams
destroying cancer cells [27]. In this paper, we review these experimental results obtained during the
first 12 years of AD operation.
The AD was conceived as an economical replacement for the previous Low Energy Antiproton Ring
(LEAR) facility of CERN, which was shut down in 1996 [1, 2, 28]. LEAR carried out pioneering
studies on CP violation, meson spectroscopy, and nuclear reactions using high-intensity beams of p
circulating inside the storage ring, or extracted as a continuous beam of up to 107 s−1. The high intensity
was often needed because of the small cross sections involved in these particle and nuclear physics
experiments. The facility involved, however, a complex chain of four storage rings (Antiproton Collector
(AC), Antiproton Accumulator (AA), Proton Synchrotron (PS), and LEAR) which handled the sequence
of first producing the p, accumulating and decelerating them to lower energies, and delivering them to
experiments. The AD on the other hand was optimized for precision atomic-physics experiments that
were assumed to require far fewer p per unit time. This allowed CERN engineers to devise a simplified
all-in-one machine where the same sequence was handled by a single storage ring with a cycle time of
only ∼ 100 s. The AD now routinely provides pulsed beams containing ≥ 3× 107 p with an emittance
of 2–3 pi mm mrad and rate of 0.01 Hz.
Much of the experimental work at AD has concentrated on developing the techniques to decelerate
and cool larger numbers of p. The cold p were then used as one of the ingredients to synthesize
H, first by the ATHENA (AnTiHydrogEN Apparatus) [3] collaboration followed by the ATRAP [4]
collaboration in 2002. More recently, ALPHA (Antihydrogen Laser Physics Apparatus) and ATRAP
have cooled clouds of 103–106 p confined in magnetic Penning traps to cryogenic temperatures T =
3.5–10 K [29, 30]. A small percentage of the H synthesized using such cold p were of sufficiently
low (T < 1 K) temperature that could be subsequently confined in a magnetic trap [8, 9, 10]. The
ASACUSA (Antiproton Spectroscopy And Collisions Using Slow Antiprotons) experiment introduced
a radiofrequency quadrupole decelerator (RFQD) in collaboration with CERN [31, 32]. This 3-m-long
device decelerated the 5.3-MeV p arriving from AD to E ∼ 60 keV with a high (∼ 25%) efficiency [14].
The resulting low-energy beam was allowed to come to rest in a helium target, thereby synthesizing pHe+
atoms which were studied by two-photon laser spectroscopy [16]. The p were also confined in a Penning
trap [33], and extracted as a continuous beam with an energy of < 1 keV and average rate 6000–7000 s−1.
The ionization cross sections of p colliding with gas targets were measured using this beam [24, 25]. Work
is also underway to produce high-intensity spin-polarized H beams in the future, which may be used to
measure the ground-state hyperfine structure of H. Future experiments on the gravitational acceleration
of H pursued by the AEg¯IS(Antihydrogen Experiment: Gravity, Interferometry, Spectroscopy) [34, 35]
and GBAR (Gravitational Behavior of Antihydrogen at Rest) [36] collaborations would require p beams
of even lower (mK-scale) energies.
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Following these developments by the AD collaborations, CERN has recently begun the construction
of a new synchrotron ELENA (Extra-Low ENergy Antiproton ring) of 30-m circumference, which would
capture the 5.3-MeV p provided by AD and decelerate them to E = 100 keV [37]. Unlike the RFQD
described above, ELENA will reduce the momentum spread of the p using electron cooling techniques,
thereby achieving a transverse beam emittance of < 5pi mm mrad. The number of p captured in
Penning traps per unit time can then be increased by a factor 100 for the AEg¯IS, ALPHA, and ATRAP
collaborations which now use the 5.3-MeV p beam.
This article is organized in the following way. In Sect. 2, we briefly describe past experimental
and theoretical work on CPT symmetry pertaining to atomic physics experiments involving p. The
AD facility is described in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, progress in H production, trapping, and microwave
spectroscopy made at the AD are outlined. Sect. 5 summarizes the results of precision laser and
microwave spectroscopy of pHe+. Measurements of the p magnetic moment by inducing spin-flips of
a single p confined in a Penning trap carried out by ATRAP are described in Sect. 6. Atomic and
nuclear collision experiments using low-energy p are described in Sect. 7. Experiments to measure the
biological effectiveness of p destroying cancer cells are also presented in the same section. In Sect. 8,
future experiments are outlined including, i): 1s − 2s laser spectroscopy of H, ii): higher-precision
measurements on the ground-state hyperfine structure of H, iii): gravitational acceleration of H, iv):
antiproton-to-electron mass ratio determined by sub-ppb-scale laser spectroscopy of pHe+, v): sub-
ppm-scale measurements of the p magnetic moment in Penning traps pursued by ATRAP and a new
collaboration BASE (Baryon Antibaryon Symmetry Experiment), vi): differential cross sections of 100-
keV p circulating in a new storage ring (ELENA), ionizing atoms and molecules contained in a gas
jet target. The new ELENA facility, now under construction at CERN, is also described in the same
section.
2 CPT symmetry and low-energy antiproton physics
2.1 Antiparticles and symmetries
The Dirac equation implies that for every variety of fermion observed in nature, there is a corresponding
antifermion with the same mass and opposite electric charge. Some E ∼ 1 MeV of energy is needed to
produce an e−-e+ pair, which is readily available in small accelerators. The e+ can also be produced
by radioactive isotopes that undergo β+ decay. When e+ are allowed to come to rest in matter, they
annihilate with atomic e− via the electromagnetic interaction, which results in the emission of 2–3
gamma-rays.
The production of p-p pairs, on the other hand, requires much higher energies of E > 2 GeV; this
is typically accomplished by colliding beams of 20 − 100 GeV protons on metallic targets. Thus there
are only a few large-scale synchrotron facilities where p can be produced. A p annihilation with a p
or neutron (n) proceeds via strong interaction, and typically results in the emission of several charged
and neutral pions (pi+, pi−, and pi0) within a picosecond. Low-energy p and e−, on the other hand, can
elastically scatter off each other without annihilating, a characteristic which is used to cool p confined
in storage rings and traps.
The properties of particle and antiparticle are related by discrete symmetries [38] in the Standard
Model. The substitution of the wavefunction |Φ〉 of a particle with its antiparticle
∣∣∣Φ〉 can be carried
out using the charge conjugation operator Cˆ |Φ〉 =
∣∣∣Φ〉. This changes the signs of all additive quan-
tum numbers (electric and flavor charges, and baryon and lepton numbers), while keeping space-time
properties (mass, energy, momentum, and spin) as well as multiplicative quantum numbers (parity)
unchanged. Experimental evidence shows that the laws of electromagnetism, gravity, and strong inter-
action are invariant under this particle-to-antiparticle transformation (C-symmetry), and also preserve
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the P , T , and combined CP symmetries. The operator Pˆ here reverses the space coordinates from right
handed to left handed; the time reversal operator Tˆ inverts the flow of time, so that the direction of
motion and the signs of all time derivatives such as momentum and angular momentum are reversed.
Violations of the T and CP symmetries in the strong interaction would cause n to have a non-zero
value of the electric dipole moment (EDM) [39], but no EDM has been detected so far to an upper limit
of 2.9× 10−26 e·cm [40].
As discovered in the 1950’s, however, the C and P symmetries are maximally violated in weak
interactions: no antineutrinos with left-handed (LH) chirality, which results from the application of
either the Cˆ-operator on normal LH neutrinos, or the Pˆ -operator on right-handed (RH) antineutrinos,
have ever been experimentally detected. The Standard Model postulates that, i): the W± bosons which
mediate the charged weak force interact only with LH fermions or RH antifermions, and ii): the neutral
Z0 boson interacts with charged leptons and quarks of both chiralities with different strengths; and
only with LH neutrinos or RH antineutrinos, but not their respective RH and LH counterparts.
The weak interaction also violates CP and T symmetries. One of the mass eigenstates of neutral
kaons Klong normally decays either semileptonically, or hadronically into combinations of three neutral
and charged pions (pi0pi0pi0 or pi+pi−pi0) which comprise a CP eigenstate of -1. A small fraction (∼ 10−3),
however, was found to decay into pi+pi− or pi0pi0 pairs [41, 42, 43] with CP = 1, which violates the CP
symmetry. Asymmetries were also recently observed in the rates of some decay modes of B0 [44, 45] and
tentatively B0s [46] andD
0 [47] mesons compared to their antiparticle cases. CP violation is incorporated
into the Standard Model in the following way: the three generations of quarks are assumed to change
their flavor only through interactions with W± bosons (e.g., u2/3+ +W− → d1/3−). Nine such pairings
(u, c, t) ↔ (d, s, b) between parent and daughter quark states are then possible. The phenomenological
3×3 Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix used to describe the coupling constants of these 9 quark-W
pairings contains complex components that violate CP symmetry, giving rise to the asymmetries in
the meson decays. The CP violations measured in the latest experiments, however, are too small to
account for the predominance of matter over antimatter in the universe. It is also not understood why
the strong interaction between the quarks does not exhibit any observable CP violation so far.
On the other hand, the laws of physics are believed to be perfectly symmetric under the combined
transformations of charge conjugation, parity, and time reversal, i.e., CˆPˆ Tˆ |Φ〉=|Φ〉. In fact, CPT
symmetry was axiomatically proven [48, 49, 50, 51] to hold for any relativistic quantum field theory
under a few basic assumptions, i): Lorentz invariance, ii): unitarity, i.e. the sum of all quantum-
mechanical probabilities is conserved, iii): interactions are local, iv): flat space-time without strong
gravitational fields. This is called the Schwinger-Lu¨ders-Pauli, or CPT , theorem.
An important consequence of CPT symmetry is that particles and their antiparticles have exactly
the same mass and lifetimes, and charges and magnetic moments of opposite sign and same absolute
value. A particle propagating in free space can be treated mathematically as if it were an antiparticle of
exactly the same mass and opposite charge moving backwards in space and time (Feynman-Stueckelberg
interpretation). The CˆPˆ Tˆ operator relates the scattering matrix S of a physical process to its inverse
process S, with all particles replaced by antiparticles and the spin components reversed. So whereas
CPT symmetry implies that the lifetimes (i.e., sum of all partial decay rates) of particle and antiparticle
should be exactly the same, the partial decay rate of a particle decaying into a certain channel does not
necessarily need to be equal to its antiparticle case.
2.2 Theories of possible CPT violation
Although CPT symmetry remains a fundamental property of relativistic quantum field theories, a large
number of theoretical and experimental studies have explored its possible breakdown. Violation can be
introduced by removing some of the assumptions underlying the CPT theorem. Greenberg [52] showed
that in any field theory involving local interactions where unitarity is preserved, CPT violation can
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only occur if Lorentz invariance is violated as well. The converse is not true: Lorentz violation does not
necessarily imply CPT violation. In some theories [53] with nonlocal interactions or noncommutative
space-time geometry, CPT violation can occur without Lorentz violation.
Colladay and Kostelecky´ [54, 55] developed a generalized parameterization of an effective field the-
ory called the Standard Model Extension (SME) that contains operators that break Lorentz and CPT
symmetries. This model encompasses the normal Standard Model and general relativity, and retains
some of their important characteristics such as renormalizability, causality, and invariance and covari-
ance under translations and rotations in the inertial frame of the observer. SME additionally assumes
the existence of a tensor-like ”background field”, i.e., a preferred direction in the vacuum which is
frozen and extends over all space and time. Lorentz and CPT symmetries are spontaneously broken
when two identical experiments which are sensitive to this background field are rotated or translated
relative to each other while being studied by an inertial observer. The model is expressed by adding
several Lorentz and CPT -violating terms to the Standard-Model Lagrangian. Limits on the sizes of
these coefficients can be experimentally determined by searching for couplings between the background
fields and various particle properties such as spin or propagation direction [56]. Annual and sidereal
variations should appear when the Earth rotates and revolves around the sun, changing the orientation
of the experiment with respect to the field. No such unambiguous signal has been detected so far.
The axiomatic proofs of the CPT theorem are invalid in the highly-curved space-time near black
holes. Some quantum gravity theories [57, 58, 59] involve quantum fluctuations of space-time geometry
that are singular, such as microscopic black holes with event horizons of Planck-scale (10−35 m) sizes.
These backgrounds cause an apparent violation of unitarity, since part of the information such as the
quantum numbers of particles can disappear into the event horizon. Pure ground states of quantum
gravity thus get mixed and become decoherent as time evolves, since parts of the quantum states are
trapped into the event horizons. CPT is obviously violated here since the S-matrix of such a process
cannot be inverted.
Several authors [60, 61, 62] have proposed CPT -violating models that give rise to different masses for
neutrinos and antineutrinos. These models attempt to explain anomalies reported in several neutrino
oscillation experiments described in Sect. 2.6.
2.3 Cyclotron frequency of antiprotons in Penning traps
Before the construction of LEAR, the mass Mp, charge Qp, and magnetic moment µp of p were relatively
poorly known; the most precise experiments involved measuring the characteristic X-rays of various
types of antiprotonic atoms [63, 64, 65, 66], and deducing Mp, Qp, and µp to a typical precision of
around 1 part in 103–104.
The precision on Qp/Mp was greatly improved when the TRAP collaboration [67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72]
confined p in a Penning trap (Fig. 1 (a)) for the first time. The cyclotron frequency of the p was then
determined, which is related to Qp/Mp by,
νc(p) = − QpB
2piMp
. (1)
Several types of Penning traps were constructed for these measurements, and they typically consisted
of two static fields superimposed on each other: i): an uniform B = 6 T magnetic field generated by a
superconducting solenoidal magnet, and ii): an electrostatic quadrupole field produced by cylindrical
ring electrodes of inner diameter d ∼ 1 cm stacked in series, with voltages of 0.3–20 V applied to them.
The p with MeV-scale energies entered the trap through a thin metallic window, from which they
emerged with keV-scale energies. A small fraction of the p were captured in the electrostatic potential
well of the trap. They were then cooled to temperatures T ∼ 4 K by mixing them with e− confined
simultaneously in the trap.
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Figure 1: (a) Open access Penning trap electrodes and detection LCR circuits used by
the TRAP collaboration to confine a single p, and measure its cyclotron frequency in a
solenoidal magnetic field. Resonance signals of the (b) modified cyclotron and (c) axial
motions produced by a single p. Note extremely narrow ∼ 10−10 relative width of the
cyclotron resonance signal. Figures from Ref. [70].
In practice, the cyclotron frequency νc is not one of the oscillation frequencies of the trapped p,
and therefore cannot be directly measured. Instead the p executed three types of harmonic motion,
i): harmonic axial motion along the direction of the magnetic field at frequency νz ∼ 1 MHz, ii): trap
modified cyclotron motion, a circular motion in a perpendicular plane at frequency ν ′c ∼ 90 MHz, iii):
magnetron motion, a low-frequency νm ∼ 5 kHz circular motion occurring in the same plane as the
cyclotron motion. These motions induce image currents in the trap electrodes, which can be detected
using tuned inductor-capacitor-resistor (LCR) resonance circuits connected to the trap electrodes. The
signals were amplified by field effect transistors which were cryogenically cooled. The cyclotron fre-
quency νc was then deduced from the three measured eigenfrequencies using the so-called “invariance
theorem”,
(νc)
2 = (ν ′c)
2
+ (νz)
2 + (νm)
2 . (2)
This relationship between the four frequencies has been theoretically shown to be invariant to leading
order, regardless of imperfections in the electric and magnetic fields in the trap. This fact allows νc to
be determined to extremely high accuracy.
In Fig. 2 (a), the accuracies of experimental comparisons between Qp/Mp and Qp/Mp are shown
as a function of years elapsed, including values from previous X-ray spectroscopy experiments of exotic
atoms [63, 64, 65, 66]. The TRAP collaboration initially attained a precision of 1× 10−9 by measuring
νc(p) with a single trapped antiproton, then reversing the polarity of the electrostatic potential of
the trap to confine a single p and measure its frequency νc(p), using the techniques described above.
This proton-antiproton comparison eliminated the necessity of measuring the magnetic field B with a
high absolute accuracy, but systematic errors associated with the reversal of the electrostatic potential
needed to trap particles of opposite electric charge limited the experimental precision.
In later experiments [71], the precision was improved to 9×10−11 by simultaneously trapping a p and
a H− ion in orbits with different cyclotron radii. The cyclotron frequencies of the two particles νc(p) and
νc(H
−) could now be alternately measured without the polarity reversal. The measured value νc(H−)
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 TRAP III
TRAP III
Figure 2: (a) Accuracy in comparisons of p and p as a function of years elapsed. Trap I
and II indicate the results of experiments comparing the cyclotron frequencies of p and p,
Trap III comparing simultaneously trapped H− and p. (b) The difference between |Q/M | of
p and p is shown in ppb units. Figures from Ref. [71].
was then converted to the corresponding proton value νc(p) using the known relationship between the
two frequencies, νc(p) = 1.001089218750(2)νc(H
−). Later, it was pointed out that due to the fact that
the two-body H− ion which undergoes cyclotron motion inside the trap experiences a Lorentz force and
becomes slightly polarized, the νc(H
−) value is shifted compared to its vacuum value [73]. From these
considerations, the charge-to-mass ratios of protons and p were experimentally constrained [71] as,
Qp
Mp
/
Qp
Mp
+ 1 = 1.6(9)× 10−10. (3)
This constitutes one of the most stringent comparisons of particles and antiparticles in the baryon
sector.
2.4 Antiproton lifetime
CPT symmetry implies that particle and antiparticle decay with the same lifetimes. The lower limit
for the p lifetime is currently τp > 2 × 1029 y. This was obtained by the SNO experiment [74] which
searched for γ rays emitted from the deexcitation of any residual nucleus that would result from the
decay of a p or n in 16O nuclei. The TRAP collaboration confined some 103 p for two months [69] in a
Penning trap, without detecting any sizable annihilation with residual gases. By comparing the number
of p remaining after this 2-month period with the initial number loaded into the trap, a lower limit,
τp > 3.4 months (4)
was obtained for the p lifetime. The lifetime of high-energy p circulating in a storage ring was also
measured at CERN, first in the Initial Cooling Experiment facility [75, 76] and later at the Antiproton
Accumulator [77]. The APEX collaboration used the Fermilab Antiproton Accumulator to search for
13 decay modes of p [78]. A lower limit of τp > 7× 105 y was set for one of the decays, p→e−γ.
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Figure 3: (a) Energy level and transition scheme in p208Pb atoms. (b) X-ray spectrum of
the transition n = 11→10. The two peaks indicated by “a” and “c” correspond to the two
transitions indicated in the level diagram of (a). Figures from Ref. [19].
2.5 Measurements of antiproton magnetic moment prior to AD era
The PS186 collaboration of LEAR measured the magnetic moment µp of p by X-ray spectroscopy of
antiprotonic lead (p208Pb) atoms [19]. The experiment involved stopping some 7 × 108 p of energy
E = 20–50 MeV in an isotopically pure 208Pb target. The resulting p208Pb emitted characteristic X-
rays as the p cascaded radiatively through the atomic levels. X-rays with energies E < 700 keV were
detected by germanium semiconductor detectors surrounding the target. The value µp was determined
by measuring the ”circular” (i.e., those between states with large principal n and angular momentum
` quantum numbers) transitions (n, `) = (11, 10)→(10, 9) and (11, 9)→(10, 8) with a transition energy
E = 292.5 keV. The energy level diagram is shown in Fig. 3 (a). Since the spatial overlap between
the p and Pb nucleus was negligibly small for these states, effects due to the strong interaction could
be ignored. The measured spectrum (Fig. 3 (b)) had a two-peak structure separated by an interval
∆E = 1199(5) eV, which corresponded to the fine structure splitting arising from the interaction
between the p magnetic moment and its orbital angular momentum `. By adjusting the µp-value
used in theoretical QED calculations and perturbative evaluations [79, 80] to reproduce the measured
splitting, a value
µp = −2.8005(90)µnucl, (5)
was obtained in nuclear magnetons. This agreed with the magnetic moment of p [81],
µp = −2.792847356(23)µnucl, (6)
with a precision of 0.3%. The p value is currently derived from measurements of the hyperfine splitting
of H, using a maser in a variable magnetic field [82, 83].
2.6 Some other tests of CPT symmetry
The neutral K0 meson oscillates with its antiparticle K
0
with a frequency of 5 GHz via the weak
interaction. The fact that one of the mass eigenstates of this system KS decays at a similar rate of ∼ 11
GHz makes it possible to experimentally study these oscillations with a high precision by detecting
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the decay products. An analysis [38] combining the results of the CPLEAR, KLOE, KTeV, and NA48
experiments yielded a value, ∣∣∣mK0 −mK0∣∣∣ < 4.0× 10−19 GeV, (7)
at a confidence level of 95%. This is commonly considered to be the most precise test of CPT invariance
involving mesons, although this evaluation critically depends on some assumptions [84] on the CP -
violating parameters.
The relative mass difference between e− and e+ have been constrained to a precision,
|me+ −me−| /maverage < 8× 10−9, (8)
with a confidence level of 90%. This result was obtained by employing laser spectroscopy to measure
the 13S1-2
3S1 interval of positronium (Ps) with a precision of 2.6 × 10−9 [85]. The measured atomic
transition frequency was then compared with QED calculations to derive the above limit.
The Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND) collaboration reported an excess of νe found in
a νµ beam with a statistical significance of ∼ 3.8σ [86]. The data suggested νµ→νe flavor oscillations
involving a mass-squared difference of the antineutrino mass eigenstates ∆m2 = 0.2–10 eV2. This
appeared to conflict with observations of atmospheric and solar νe neutrino experiments which imply
much smaller ∆m2 values of < 2 × 10−3 eV2. The Booster Neutrino Experiment (MiniBooNE) also
searched for the same oscillations, and recently reported results [87] consistent with LSND, i.e. ∆m2 =
0.1 − 1.0 eV2. This result had a 2.7σ confidence level when the data was analyzed in the context of a
model involving the mixing of two neutrinos, but the excess νe events was also consistent with a null
hypothesis at a 3% confidence level. Many theoretical groups have attempted to explain these anomalies
by suggesting either the existence of a fourth sterile neutrino that does not weakly interact, or CPT
violation (e.g., that neutrinos and antineutrinos have different masses). The Main Injector Neutrino
Oscillation Search (MINOS) collaboration measured the disappearance of νµ using an accelerator beam.
They initially reported ∆m2 and mixing angle values that differed by 40% from the corresponding νµ
values [88]. This difference was reduced [89] to negligible levels after more statistics was recently
collected.
3 Production of low-energy antiprotons
3.1 Antiproton Decelerator
The Antiproton Decelerator (AD) [1, 2] is currently the world’s only source of low energy (E = 5.3
MeV) p (Fig. 4). The p are produced by colliding p beams on an Ir target. In a small fraction of the
collisions, the following reaction (or a similar one involving target n) occurs under the conservation
requirements of energy, momentum, and nucleon number,
p(beam) + p(target)→ p+ p+ p+ p. (9)
The minimum kinetic energy of the incoming p needed for this is around E ∼ 6 GeV, whereas the p and
three p emerge with laboratory energies E ∼ 1 GeV. The PS-AD combination uses higher p energies
(E = 26 GeV) to increase the production yield of p, so that the p emerge with a correspondingly higher
energy E ∼ 3.6 GeV. This energy must be reduced by eight orders of magnitude before the p can be
used for the trap and atomic spectroscopy experiments described in this paper. A simple deceleration
of a cloud containing N number of p, however, would lead to an adiabatic increase in its phase-space
density D defined as,
D =
N√
EhEvL∆p/p
, (10)
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of Antiproton Decelerator (AD) and the positions of ex-
perimental installations in 2012. The p emerging from the production target are injected
into the AD and decelerated to a kinetic energy of 5.3 MeV over a 100-s cycle. The p
beam is then transported by magnetic beamlines to the experiments ACE, AEg¯IS, ALPHA,
ASACUSA and ATRAP. Large numbers of auxiliary instruments, concrete shielding, and
support buildings are not shown for clarity.
where Eh and Ev denote the horizontal and vertical emittances of the cloud, L its longitudinal length,
and ∆p/p the spread of the p momentum distribution [90].
The AD (Fig. 4) is an oval-shaped, 188-m circumference synchrotron. It consists of four straight
sections where the instruments needed for cooling (i.e., reduce the phase-space and increase the D-
value) of the beam, the RF cavities which decelerates the p, and diagnostics equipment are placed. A
series of dipole and quadrupole magnets in the four bending sections compensates the dispersion and
chromaticity in the beam. Chromaticity here refers to the momentum dependence of the frequency of
the transverse (e.g. betatron) oscillations in the circulating p. These oscillations may cause the beam
to increase in size and strike the inner walls of the synchrotron, unless they are compensated.
The AD decelerates and cools the p [1, 2] over a 100-s cycle in the following way (Fig. 5), i): p
production and capture, a pulsed beam containing ∼ 1.5× 1013 protons provided by the CERN Proton
Synchrotron (PS) is allowed to strike a 50-mm-long Ir target, thereby producing a shower of p that
are focused into a parallel beam by a magnetic horn-type lens. This beam containing > 5 × 107
p of momentum p ∼ 3.6 GeV/c, transverse emittance ∼ 200 pi mm mrad, and momentum spread
∆p/p ∼ 6% are injected into the AD, ii): RF bunch rotation, RF fields stretch the pulse lengths of
these bunches of p from L = 30 m (corresponding to ∆t = 25 ns) to 190 m (150 ns). This stretching
in the longitudinal direction conversely reduces the ∆p/p-value of the p ensemble to ∼ 1.5%, since the
longitudinal emittance L∆p/p is typically conserved during such a procedure, iii): stochastic cooling
and deceleration, so-called “pickup” electrodes located along the circumference of AD detects deviations
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Figure 5: Typical machine cycle of Antiproton Decelerator, showing the momentum of p as
a function of time elapsed. The timings and durations of the stochastic and electron cooling
are indicated. Figure from Ref. [2].
∆pi and ∆xi in the momenta and transverse positions of small subgroups of p, relative to the mean
values of all the orbiting p. These signals are used to correct the orbits of the corresponding subgroups
of p, by applying electric pulses to steering electrodes located in the opposite side of the AD. Repeated
corrections cause the beam to converge to an orbit with an emittance 3–4pi mm mrad and ∆p/p ∼ 0.07%.
The p are then decelerated to p = 2 GeV/c and similarly cooled, iv): electron cooling, the p are
decelerated to another intermediate momentum p = 300 MeV/c, and allowed to merge with a 20-mm-
diameter e− beam of current I ∼ 3 A in a collinear configuration over a 2-m-long section of the AD. The
e− and p velocities are matched so that in the center-of-mass frame, the p are bathed in a stationary
e− cloud of low temperature. Coulomb collisions transfer the ”heat” of the p to the e−. The p are
finally decelerated to p = 100 MeV/c and electron-cooled to obtain a final emittance of 0.3pi mm mrad
and momentum spread ∆p/p ∼ 0.01%. At the end of the above 100-s cycle, a 100–200-ns-long beam
containing ∼ 3× 107 p of energy 5.3 MeV are ejected from AD. Magnetic beamlines transport the p to
one of four experimental zones located inside the AD (Fig. 4).
3.2 Radiofrequency quadrupole decelerator
CERN and the ASACUSA collaboration [32] developed a radiofrequency quadrupole decelerator (RFQD)
which further reduced the 5.3-MeV energy of the p arriving from the AD to even lower energies 10–120
keV needed for atomic physics experiments. As implied by Eq. 10, when particle beams are decelerated
their physical emittance increases until they can be lost by, e.g., hitting the inner walls of the accelera-
tor. To avoid this, the RFQD strongly focuses the beam in the transverse direction during deceleration.
The RFQD consists of four 3.4-m-long rod electrodes arranged in a quadrupole configuration, which
are excited by a quadrupole RF field of f ∼ 202.5 MHz (Fig. 6). The high field (corresponding to a
voltage on the rod electrodes of ∼ 170 kV) is achieved by placing the rods in a ladder-shaped cavity
which resonates in the transverse electric quadrupole (TE210) mode. The p injected axially into the
∼ 1-cm-diam aperture between the rods is thus alternately focused and defocused in the two transverse
planes with a maximum electric field ∼ 30 MV/m. This ”alternate gradient” focusing provides a net
confining effect, which ensures that the p follows orbits of small diameter that oscillate around the
RFQD axis.
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Figure 6: (a) Schematic diagram and (b) photo of the quadrupole electrodes in the radiofre-
quency quadrupole decelerator. Four 3.4-m-long rod electrodes arranged in a quadrupole
configuration are excited by a quadrupole RF field of 202.5 MHz. This field focuses the
antiproton beam traveling along the z-axis in the transverse direction. Peaks and troughs
machined on the surfaces of the electrode rods give rise to a longitudinal decelerating field.
A series of peaks and troughs are machined on the surfaces of the electrode rods. The axial po-
sitions of the peaks are the same for opposing pairs of rod electrodes, but shifted by half a period
between neighboring electrodes. This structure deviates a fraction of the transverse electric field into
the longitudinal direction, and gives rise to a standing wave along the RFQD axis. This longitudinal
component with a strength of a few MV/m decelerates the p. The wavelength λr of this undulating
electrode structure is adjusted to correspond to the flight distance of a p during a single 202.5-MHz RF
cycle. The λr-value gradually decreases along the length of the electrode as the beam is decelerated
from E = 5.3 MeV to 65 keV along the RFQD.
The RFQD is operated in the following way. The 5.3-MeV p extracted from AD first enters a so-
called RF ”bunching” cavity excited at f = 202.5 MHz which is located some 3 m upstream of the
RFQD. This shapes the p beam into a train of 30 micropulses with a pulse length of ∆t = 300 ps.
This bunching of the beam is needed to move the p into the longitudinal acceptance of the RFQD
defined by the RF phase. Of the p that entered the RFQD, some ∼ 25% are decelerated to an energy
E = 65 keV. This energy can be varied between E = 10 and 120 keV by biasing the electrodes of the
RFQD with a DC potential. An additional energy-correcting RF cavity at the input of the RFQD is
used to compensate for the changes in the energy of the incident beam resulting from this DC biasing,
and variations in the energy of the p extracted from the AD. The majority of the p (∼ 75%) misses
the longitudinal acceptance and emerges with little or no deceleration. Measurements show that the
decelerated p beam has a typical emittance of up to ∼100 pi mm mrad.
4 Antihydrogen
The H atom is a pure antimatter system which is stable and electrically neutral. Narrow electromagnetic
resonances can be readily excited between its internal energy levels by laser or microwave irradiation.
These characteristics should in principle allow tests of CPT symmetry (Sect. 2) to be carried out with
unprecedented experimental precision. Perhaps even more fascinating is the prospect of investigating
antimatter gravity using H. Both types of future experiments will be discussed in Sect. 8.
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4.1 Production of fast antihydrogen atoms
Figure 7: Experimental layout of the PS210 experiment. The H emerging from the LEAR
storage ring traversed three silicon detectors, where the e+ was stripped and allowed to come
to rest in the silicon. The two back-to-back gamma rays emerging from the e+ annihilation
were identified by NaI scintillation counters. The p proceeded further along the beamline,
traversing several scintillation counters and a magnetic spectrometer consisting of a dipole
magnet (B) and three position-sensitive drift chambers (D). The simultaneous detection
of e+ and p, together with some other directional, timing, and energy cuts provided the
identification of the H event. Figure from Ref. [93].
In the first generation of H experiments, p beams circulating in storage rings were allowed to repeat-
edly traverse internal supersonic gas or cluster targets positioned in straight sections of the rings. Some
of the p scattered off the strong Coulomb field of the target nucleus Z, which induced the creation of a
e+-e− pair via the space-like γγ production process,
p+ Z → p+ γ + γ + Z → p+ e+ + e− + Z → H + e− + Z. (11)
In rare cases, the outgoing p and e+ had similar velocities so that the two particles combined and formed
a fast-moving H atom [91, 92]. The cross section for this process is extremely small, in the order of 2
pb ×Z2 for a target nucleus of charge Z and depending on the energy of the incoming p.
In 1995, the PS 210 collaboration produced H by circulating a beam of ∼ 1010 p in LEAR at a
momentum of 1.94 GeV/c, and allowing it to traverse a Xe cluster target of density ∼ 1 × 1012 cm2.
At these experimental conditions, the H production cross section was expected to be around 6000 pb.
Once neutral H was formed, it was no longer confined by the magnetic fields of the storage ring, and left
LEAR through a gap in one of the dipole magnets. A sophisticated set of particle detectors (Fig. 7) was
set up to identify the escaping H, and distinguish them from any background due to, e.g., antineutron
(n) production. The H were directed towards a stack of silicon detectors (indicated by Si in the figure),
where the e+ was stripped away from the p and allowed to stop in one of the detectors. Pairs of 511-keV
photons emerging from the resulting e+ annihilation were identified using NaI scintillation counters. The
p emerging from the ionization of H continued through a set of scintillation counters, and a magnetic
dipole spectrometer containing three position-sensitive drift chambers. The p was thus identified by its
time-of-flight and magnetic rigidity. A good H event consisted of a coincidence between the p and e+
signals, together with additional timing, energy, and directional cuts. Eleven H atoms were detected
during 15 hours of beamtime [93]. The Fermilab E 862 experiment later reported the detection of 57 H
atoms [94] in a similar experiment.
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The velocity of the H produced in this way can reach > 90 % of the speed of light, whereas reducing
the momentum of the circulating p beam in the experiment leads to a rapid reduction of the H production
cross section. Proposals have been put forward to measure the energy-level splittings and Lamb shifts
of these fast H in flight [95, 96, 97]. It is quite natural, however, to expect that even higher precision
can be achieved using slow H beams or stationary atoms confined in a trap. A second generation of
experiments with the goal of producing and investigating cold H atoms was initiated in 1999 at the AD.
4.2 Trapping and cooling of antiprotons
Figure 8: (a) Schematic layout of a Penning trap used to capture and cool p demonstrated
by the TRAP collaboration. (b) The p were decelerated in a degrader foil to keV-scale
energies before entering through the axis of the cylindrical electrodes comprising the trap.
The p traveled to the end of the trap, and was reflected by a -3 kV potential applied to one
of the cylinder electrodes. Before the p could reach the entrance again and leave the trap,
however, a second electrode near the upstream end of the trap was rapidly biased to -3 kV,
thereby trapping the p in a 12-cm-long rectangular potential well. The p were cooled by
collisions with a cloud of e− loaded in the harmonic potential region. Figure from Ref. [68].
Before the AD experiments could synthesize H, the ingredient p had to be trapped and cooled
in Penning traps [68, 72, 98]. As described in Sect. 2.3, these traps consist of a stack of cylindrical
electrodes placed in a magnetic solenoid. The open geometry of the electrodes allows particles to enter
along the trap axis. Similar devices have been used for many years in the Malmberg variant of the
Penning trap to confine non-neutral plasmas [99]. The highest kinetic energy of p that can be captured
by these traps are roughly equivalent to the electrostatic voltage applied to the electrodes located at its
two ends (Fig. 8). In practice, to avoid electrical discharge in the confined space of the superconducting
magnetic solenoid, this voltage is typically limited to a few kV. This is much smaller than the kinetic
energy of p (5.3 MeV) arriving from AD, so that two alternative methods are currently employed to
first slow down the p to keV energies, prior to injection into the trap.
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The first deceleration method involves passing the p through a so-called ”degrader” foil or a gas cell
filled with, e.g., a SF6/He mixture [101] in which they are slowed down by atomic collisions. Due to
the range-straggling effects associated with this energy loss, however, a significant (typically ∼ 99.9%)
fraction of the p either annihilates in the degrader or emerges with too high energy (> 10 keV) to be
trapped. It is therefore crucial to adjust the degrader thickness to maximize the p capture efficiency.
This can be accomplished by either rotating the degrader foil [100] or by changing the gas density in
the degrader cell. The decelerated p travel along the axis of the trap, before encountering a negative
potential applied to a cylindrical electrode located at the downstream end of the trap. This reflects
the p at a 180-degree angle back towards the trap entrance. Before the p can exit the trap, a negative
potential is rapidly pulsed on to a second electrode located near the trap entrance. This results in the
p being confined between the two electrodes comprising a longitudinal potential well of typical length
∼ 100 mm.
The trapped keV p are then cooled by the so-called ”sympathetic cooling” technique in the following
way: clouds of e− or e+ are first loaded into the trap, where they undergo cyclotron motion in the
strong magnetic field B (Fig. 8). They cool down to the temperature (T ∼ 4–10 K) of the cryogenic
environment by emitting synchrotron radiation [72], provided that possible heating due to space-charge
and plasma effects, or induced noise on the electrodes can be neglected. The time constant for this
synchrotron cooling is proportional to B−2, and corresponds to around 2.6 s in a 1-T field at an
environmental temperature of T = 4 K. The cold e− plasmas are placed in short (10–30 mm) harmonic
potential wells, which are superimposed on the long (> 100 mm) well holding the p. As the p elastically
scatter off the e−, they cool down and collect in the short potential wells containing the e−. The long
potential well, now empty, is ready to accept another p pulse. For a review on the early development
of these p trapping, cooling, and stacking techniques, see Ref. [101].
The radiofrequency quadrupole decelerator (Sect. 3.2) provides an alternate way to slow down p
to ∼ 100 keV with a higher efficiency compared to the simple degrader technique. The ASACUSA
collaboration allowed the 100-keV p to traverse a thin (∼ 1 µm) plastic degrader foil, before injecting
them into a multiring Penning trap called MUSASHI. In this way, >1× 107 p were trapped out of seven
p pulses provided by the AD. This constitutes a record in overall trapping efficiency of about 5 % [102].
The p have subsequently been radially compressed in this trap [103] and extracted as a slow beam [104].
4.3 Trapping and cooling of positrons
The current generation of H experiments utilize radioactive 22Na sources to harvest e+. The kinetic
energy of e+ emerging from the β+ decay in these sources has a wide distribution with a maximum value
of around ∼ 544 keV. These fast e+ must be decelerated and cooled via a so-called ”moderation” process
before they can be accumulated. This moderation is typically accomplished by first allowing the e+ to
pass through thin foils of solid Ne [105] or W. Solid Ne grown on the surface of a cooled 22Na source has
been experimentally found to be a particularly efficient moderator; indeed, some ∼ 7× 10−3 of the e+
that traverse these moderators typically emerge with a kinetic energy of a few eV. This high efficiency
is primarily due to the fact that solid Ne is an insulator with a large band gap energy Eb ∼ 21eV.
High-energy e+ traveling through the Ne foil initially lose energy by ionization process. When the e+ is
slowed down below Eb, however, further energy loss can only proceed via the excitation of low-energy
phonons with a relatively small cross section. The e+ can therefore travel greater distances (∼ 0.5 µm)
in the Ne foil and emerge from the other side, compared to other metallic moderators. In addition,
e+ can reflect off the surface of the Ne foil with a high re-emission probability ∼ 90%. By utilizing a
conical-shaped Ne foil of carefully adjusted thickness, a moderated beam containing several 106 e+ per
second can be routinely produced from a 75 mCi (i.e., 2.7× 109 decays per second) source.
The moderated e+ are then allowed to enter a Penning trap (Fig. 9) filled with N2 gas at pressures
between 10−1 and 10−7 Pa [106, 107, 108]. An e+ colliding with a N2 molecule loses around 9 eV of
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Figure 9: Layout of the e+ accumulation trap used by the ATHENA collaboration. A
continuous beam of e+ emitted by a 22Na source was moderated in a layer of solid Ne frozen
on the surface of the cooled source. The e+ was then transported into the main solenoid
containing the Penning trap. Differential pumping was used to establish a pressure gradient
along the axis of the trap, so that the e+ passed through a region of high gas pressure
where they were rapidly decelerated, before reaching a low pressure region where they were
accumulated. The other AD collaborations use similar accumulators based on the same
principles. Figure from Ref. [110].
kinetic energy via the excitation transition, e+ + N2 → e+ + N∗2. Since the cross section for this reaction
is large, the e+ are rapidly slowed down by successive collisions in the trap. Only a small fraction of
e+ is lost by forming positronium (Ps) atoms via the reaction, e+ + N2 → Ps + N+2 and subsequently
annihilates. Differential pumping is used to establish a pressure gradient along the axis of the trap,
so that the e+ initially passes through a region of high gas pressure 10−1 Pa where they are rapidly
decelerated, before reaching a low (10−4 − 10−7 Pa) pressure region where they are accumulated. In
this way, the trapped e+ typically retain lifetimes of ∼ 100 s against annihilation.
The description provided in Sect. 2.3 of particles undergoing three types of characteristic oscillations
in the harmonic electrostatic potential of a Penning trap is valid only when the number of confined
particles is very low. When large numbers of e+ are trapped, the space charge of the e+ cloud distorts
the electrostatic potential, which no longer appears harmonic. At thermal equilibrium, the density of
e+ in a plasma becomes uniform and the e+ begins to rotate around the symmetry axis of the magnetic
field at a constant angular velocity in a manner resembling a rigid rotor. Numerous collective modes
can be excited in the plasma, which induces changes in its shape. The radial size for example can be
compressed by applying a torque in the form of a rotating electric field on the plasma surface, and
thereby increasing the angular momentum. This is normally carried out by segmenting some of the
cylindrical electrodes of the trap in the azimuthal direction, and applying oscillating electric potentials
of the correct relative phases. The frequency of this “rotating wall” is typically tuned slightly higher
than the rotation frequency of the plasma, such that it excites the so-called Trivelpiece-Gould plasma
modes [109]. This important technique increases both the density, number, and confinement lifetime
of e+ in the accumulation trap. The maximum density ρ of particles of mass m that can be stably
confined in the magnetic field B of the trap, however, is ultimately defined by the Brillouin limit,
ρ < B2/2µ0mc
2, where the vacuum permeability is denoted by µ0 and the speed of light by c.
More than 108 e+ have been accumulated within several minutes in a Penning trap developed by the
ATHENA and ALPHA collaborations [110, 111]. ATRAP and ASACUSA use accumulators of similar
design [112, 113]. The e+ emerging from all these accumulation traps are then typically injected into
“nested” Penning traps (see below) to synthesize H. Other methods to accumulate e+ (see [114] for a
review) are not presently used at the AD. The future GBAR collaboration plans to produce even larger
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numbers of e+ by colliding electrons accelerated by an e− linac on a production target, as described in
Sect. 8.4.2.
4.4 Formation of cold antihydrogen
4.4.1 Antihydrogen production methods
When trapped clouds of p and e+ are brought together in a trap, they can recombine and form H in
several possible ways that are enumerated below,
Spontaneous radiative recombination: In this process,
p¯+ e+ → H¯ + hν, (12)
H forms in binary collisions between p and e+ which is accompanied by the emission of a photon
that carries away the excess energy and momentum. This reaction resembles the time-reversal of
the photoionization process, and tends to produce H occupying states of small principal quantum
numbers [115]. The cross section of this process is small because of the slow rate of photon emission
compared to the typical time scales involved in thermal collisions between p and e+. The corresponding
p+ e− → H + hν process, however, occurs readily in the interstellar medium and has been thoroughly
investigated in astrophysics [116]. In the laboratory, this process has been studied by accelerating beams
of protons in storage rings, and allowing them to pass through a co-propagating e− beam of an electron
cooler [117, 118].
Stimulated radiative recombination: In this process, a radiation field is applied to stimulate
the radiative recombination,
p¯+ e+ + hν → H¯ + 2 hν . (13)
The corresponding reaction for H has been experimentally observed both in a storage ring [119] and
with merged beams of e− and p [120]. For a detailed and careful discussion of possible enhancement
factors, see Refs. [121, 122].
Pulsed-field recombination: This process resembles the time-reversal of ionization by the appli-
cation of a pulsed field. An external electric field is applied to a pair of p and e+, so that the sum of the
Coulomb field of the p and the external field constitutes a saddle potential. At the instant when the e+
arrives at the saddle point, the external electric field is turned off, thereby forming the H atom. Pulsed
field recombination has been demonstrated using Rb+ ion and e− pairs produced by laser-induced pho-
toionization. High recombination rates of 0.3 % have been observed [123, 124]. Another experiment
observed an enhancement in the recombination rate of Ca+ ions and e− using THz half-cycle laser pulses
in the presence of a static electric field [125].
Three-body recombination: In simplified form this process can be denoted as,
p¯+ e+ + e+ → H¯ + e+ . (14)
Here a p collides with two e+ simultaneously, H is formed, and the outgoing e+ carries away excess
energy and momentum [126]. Actually this three-body recombination does not occur in a single step,
but involves a complex cascade through intermediate excited states that arise during the collision. The
rate of recombination is determined by a kinetic bottleneck which lies at a binding energy of a few kBT
below the ionization threshold, where the temperature of the e+ is denoted by T [128] . Since kBT is
four orders of magnitude smaller than the Rydberg energy, the collisional dynamics which governs the
system is expected to be classical. The recombination rate increases with the square of the e+ density,
and is proportional to T−9/2 [127]. Although theoretical calculations indicate that the strong magnetic
fields of Penning traps reduces this recombination rate, it is nevertheless expected to be the dominant H
production process at low temperatures of the e+ and p clouds [128, 129, 130, 131]. The weakly-bound
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Figure 10: Drawing of a weakly-bound, guiding-center atom in a strong magnetic field. The
e− in this example executes three types of motion, i): a cyclotron-like motion of frequency
Ωc in the external magnetic field B, ii): an axial motion of frequency ωz along the magnetic
field line while trapped in the Coulomb potential of the ion, and iii): a slow E × B drift
around the ion. Figure from Ref. [128].
H formed in the magnetic field of the trap is theoretically characterized as a so-called “guiding-center
atom”. Here the radius of the cyclotron motion of e+ in the magnetic field at frequency Ωc is much
smaller than the scale length in which the interatomic interaction potential varies, and so the atom
resembles a classical object. The guiding center of the e+ orbit (Fig. 10) simultaneously oscillates in
two ways, i): rapidly along the magnetic field line in the Coulomb potential of p at frequency ωz, and
ii): more slowly executing a E ×B drift around the p at frequency ωE×B.
Resonant charge-exchange: The H can form in collisions between p and excited Ps atoms [132],
Ps∗ + p¯→ H¯∗ + e−. (15)
The corresponding reaction of H formed in collisions of p with Ps∗ has been experimentally observed
[133]. The cross section for this should increase with ∝ n4 for a Ps∗ occupying excited states with
principal quantum number n [134]. An elegant method for preparing the excited Ps∗ [135] involves first
irradiating a thermal beam of alkali atoms with lasers. The resulting Rydberg alkaline atoms are next
allowed to traverse a cloud of e+ confined in a Penning trap. This in turn results in the formation of
Rydberg Ps∗ by charge-exchange process. The cross section for this Ps∗ formation reaches a maximum
at the energy-matching condition where the total binding energies of the initial alkali and final Ps∗
states are similar. The process was experimentally demonstrated using laser-excited Cs atoms [136].
The neutral Ps∗ atoms are then allowed to traverse a cloud of p confined in an adjacent Penning trap,
thereby producing Rydberg H via a second charge-exchange step.
Among these H formation processes, three-body recombination and resonant charge-exchange have
been experimentally demonstrated, as described in Sects. 4.4.3 and 4.4.4. Two other methods have been
attempted so far without success: pulsed-field recombination could not be made to work by the ATRAP
collaboration for unknown reasons (see Ref. [114], p. 161). Laser-stimulated radiative recombination
was attempted by ATHENA [137], but no such event was observed so far. Given the fact that the
enhancement to the recombination rate induced by laser irradiation is understood both theoretically
and in experiments involving p in storage rings, the negative result suggests that spontaneous radiative
recombination does not contribute appreciably to H formation at the experimental conditions now used
by the AD collaborations.
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Figure 11: (a) Example of a nested Penning trap, including the scale outline of the inner
surface of the electrodes and (b) the electrostatic potential wells. Here p and e− are simul-
taneously trapped in potential wells of depth E and W . FEP denotes field emission point,
MCP micro-channel plate. Figure from [138].
4.4.2 Interaction of trapped antiprotons and positrons
Except for resonant charge-exchange, all of the above H production methods involve the spatial over-
lapping of p and e+ clouds. To confine these oppositely-charged particles in close proximity to each
other [126, 138], so-called “nested” Penning traps are employed in which a stack of cylindrical electrodes
generate electrostatic potential wells of alternate polarity. In the example of Fig. 11, a positive poten-
tial which axially confines e− is superimposed on a longer negative potential which confines p. One
disadvantage of this method is that in thermal equilibrium at low temperatures, the p and e+ confined
in this type of trap collect in their respective potential wells, i.e., they decouple and separate into two
spatially-separated clouds so that H may no longer be produced [139]. Overlap between the two clouds
can therefore only be achieved in a non-equilibrium condition, e.g., by accelerating the p into the e+
plasma [4] or by exciting them using RF fields applied to the trap electrodes [140, 141]. One milestone
on the way to H production was the observation of sympathetic cooling of p with e+ in a nested Penning
trap [142], which demonstrated their mutual interactions at even low relative energies.
Alternate schemes for simultaneous trapping of p and e+ involve Paul (RF) traps combined with
Penning traps [143, 144] or two-frequency Paul-traps [145, 146]. The advantage of these methods is that
overlap can be achieved in thermal equilibrium, but the drawback of Paul traps is that within clouds
of particles, nonlinear dynamics can couple energy from the trap-driving RF field into the motion of
particles [147]. This so-called RF-heating process makes it difficult to achieve very low temperatures in
the particle clouds. So far, Paul traps have not been used for H production, although the ASACUSA
collaboration is attempting to develop particle cooling techniques to try and alleviate the above prob-
lems.
4.4.3 Antihydrogen production by three-body recombination
The first formation of cold H by overlapping clouds of p and e+ in nested Penning traps was reported
in 2002, first by the ATHENA collaboration [3] and then by the ATRAP collaboration [4]. ATHENA
detected H escaping from their trap by identifying its annihilation on the electrode walls (Fig. 12), as
revealed by a coincidence in space and time of p and e+ annihilation vertices [110]. The tracks of pi+
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Figure 12: Experimental layout of the ATHENA experimental apparatus, consisting of a
22Na source and e+ accumulator trap, a p trap, and a nested Penning trap where the H
were produced. An expanded view of the apparatus used to spatially resolve the positions
of H annihilations in the trap is shown below the main apparatus. Si microstrip detectors
measured the tracks of pi+ and pi− emerging from p annihilations, whereas pairs of 511-keV
photons emerging from e+ annihilations were detected by CsI scintillators. The signature of
a H annihilation was a coincidence in space and time of both annihilation vertices. Figure
from Ref. [110].
and pi− emerging from the p annihilations were measured by two layers of double-sided Si microstrip
detectors surrounding the cylindrical electrodes of the Penning trap, with a solid angle of 80%. The
apparatus included 8192 detector channels, the signals of which were amplified by application-specific
integrated circuits (ASICs) and recorded by flash analog-to-digital converters at a trigger rate of ∼ 40
Hz. Pairs of 511-keV photons emerging from e+ annihilations were detected by 192 CsI scintillation
counters of size 17 × 17.5 × 13 mm3. These were read out by avalanche photodiodes (APD’s). The H
signal is characterized in Fig. 13 by a clear back-to-back peak of the two 511-keV photons. This method
is insensitive to the internal quantum states of H.
A quite different method for H detection was used by the ATRAP collaboration, based on the fact
that both three-body and charge-exchange recombinations produce H that initially occupy Rydberg
states [4]. Some of these weakly-bound H were ionized by an external electric field which constituted
part of an auxiliary (or “detection”) potential well in the trap (Fig. 14). The p emerging from the H
ionization were recaptured and stored in the auxiliary well, thereby providing a signal of H production.
These signal p were detected by opening this well at a later time and counting the p annihilations on
the trap electrodes. A sharp ms-long signal (Fig. 14) emerged, which could be clearly distinguished
from the continuous background caused by cosmic rays. To isolate the signal p from the background
caused by any other p that was not involved in the H ionization, a positive electric potential was applied
between the H formation and detection regions. This allowed the passage of neutral H between the two
regions, whereas the background p were reflected. Any other background caused by the loss of p or e+
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Figure 13: Left panel: Schematic illustration of H detection in the ATHENA experiment
using imaging annihilation detectors. The stacked cylindrical electrodes of the nested Pen-
ning traps are shown in the center. Neutral H atoms were not confined by the traps and
annihilated on the electrodes. The dashed lines show tracks of pi+ and pi− emerging from the
p annihilation vertex, which were detected by two layers of double-sided Si-strip detectors.
The wavy lines represent 511 keV gamma rays emerging from the e+ annihilation vertex,
which were detected by CsI crystals. The coincidence of both annihilation vertices signaled
H annihilation. Right panel: The H signal. The grayed area shows the distribution of events
as a function of the cosine of the opening angle θpi of the tracks of gamma-ray pairs that
coincide with a p annihilation. The peak at cos (θpi) = −1 arises from back-to-back gamma
rays emerging from e+ annihilation on the electrode surface. The triangles indicate the re-
sult from a control experiment “hot mixing,” in which the e+ plasma was heated using a
RF voltage on one of the trap electrodes, thereby suppressing H formation. No back-to-back
peak appears here. Figures from Ref. [3].
from the nested Penning trap during the mixing of the two particle clouds was rejected, by delaying
the opening of the auxiliary well until after the mixing phase.
The parameters of the p and e+ clouds during H production were systematically studied [148, 149,
150]. By using the vertex reconstruction and imaging techniques described above, ATHENA found that
p escaping from the Penning trap preferentially annihilate on localized “hot spots” along the surface
of the trap electrodes, possibly due to small off-axis displacements of adjacent electrodes in the trap.
By contrast, the spatial distribution of H annihilations on the electrodes were found to be radially
symmetric [151]. It was also discovered that H production initiates only after the p has been cooled
close to thermal equilibrium, which occurs on a time scale of ∼ 10 ms [152].
The efficiency of H production in these experiments is remarkable: some 17±2 % [153] and > 11 % [4]
of the trapped p were found to form H in respectively ATHENA and ATRAP. Such a large H production
rate is incompatible with the expected values for spontaneous radiative recombination, and strongly
suggests that three-body recombination plays an important role. The rate of three-body recombination
in the equilibrium state, however, is theoretically expected to have a steep T−9/2 dependence on e+
temperature, whereas the experiments have measured a less pronounced T−1.1±0.5 scaling [154, 155].
Although many insights into H formation have been gained from simulations as discussed in a recent
review [156], there is no clear explanation for the apparent discrepancy in this temperature scaling [157].
The state distributions of the Rydberg H atoms was studied by measuring the p annihilation orig-
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Figure 14: (a) Field-ionization method for detecting H used by the ATRAP collaboration.
The electrodes of a nested Penning trap used for mixing clouds of e+ and p to produce H,
together with a color-coded representation of the magnitude of the electric field. (b) The
electrical potential along the trap axis used for producing H indicated by solid lines. The
dashed line indicates the potential used to launch p into the e+ cloud. (c) Annihilation
signals corresponding to p that first emerged from the field-ionization of H, before being
confined in the detection well and then ejected from it. (d) No p signals were detected in a
control-experiment that was carried out without introducing e+ in the nested Penning trap.
Figures from [4].
inating from the ionization of H, as a function of the strength of an analysis field located between the
nested trap and the ionization well of Fig. 14 [140, 159]. The velocity distribution of H was also studied,
by allowing the H to pass through an oscillating electric field generated by one of the trap electrodes,
before reaching the ionization well. The fraction of H that passed through this field without ionizing
was measured as a function of the frequency of the oscillating field [158, 159]. These initial experiments
detected weakly-bound H traveling along the magnetic field direction in the trap with relatively high
velocities, corresponding to an energy E = 200 meV and temperature T = 2400 K. The interpreta-
tion of the results is complicated [159] due to the complex way in which guiding-center H atoms can
interact with the magnetic field and with other p confined in the trap. It has been suggested that
although H with initial energies of 1–10 meV may be produced in the experiment, they are converted
into higher-energy H by undergoing charge-exchange collisions with fast p in the trap.
An interesting byproduct of these experiments was the observation of evidence by the ATHENA
collaboration of cold protonium (Pn ≡ p-p) atoms of temperature 400-700 meV being produced in the
trap. The data was inferred from the observed axial and radial distributions of p annihilation vertices
occurring in the trap. This atom is believed to be formed when H+2 ions confined in the nested Penning
trap collide with p via the reaction [160],
p+ H+2 → Pn(n, `) + H. (16)
4.4.4 Antihydrogen production using resonant charge exchange
The resonant charge-exchange method for H production (Fig. 15) is quite complex to implement, as a
thermal alkali beam and multiple laser beams must be incorporated into the experimental apparatus
together with the nested Penning traps, which are at cryogenic temperatures and in a strong magnetic
field. The ATRAP collaboration excited a thermal beam of Cs atoms to states of n = 37 using a
continuous-wave (cw) diode laser of wavelength 852 nm, and a pulsed copper vapor laser of wavelength
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Figure 15: Schematic layout of the experiment which produced H by resonant charge-
exchange. Laser beams of wavelengths 852.2 nm and 510.7 nm excited Cs into Rydberg
states with principal quantum number n ' 37. These Cs∗ traversed a cloud of e+ confined
in a Penning trap, thereby forming Rydberg Ps via the reaction, Cs∗ + e+ → Ps∗ + Cs+.
Some of these atoms traveled through a cloud of p in an adjacent Penning trap and formed
H in a second charge-exchange step, Ps∗ + p¯→ H¯∗ + e−. These Rydberg H atoms traversed
a detection region that contained an ionizing electric field. Figure from Ref. [5].
Figure 16: (a) Annihilation signal corresponding to p emerging from field-ionized H and
being captured by a so-called “detection well” constituting an auxiliary Penning trap. The
peak corresponding to the ionized H was detected by allowing the electrostatic potential of
the detection well to be ramped down. Under the assumption that the velocity of these H
formed by resonant charge-exchange is isotropic, this signal corresponds to 100–200 atoms
produced in 6 trials. (b) Signal for calibrating the efficiency of the annihilation detector.
Figure from Ref. [5].
511 nm. The resulting Rydberg Cs∗ atoms then entered the electrode stack comprising the Penning
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trap through a 0.3-mm diameter hole. They were allowed to interact with a cloud of ∼ 1.4 × 106 e+
cooled to temperature T ∼ 4 K, thereby producing Rydberg Ps∗. These then passed through a second
potential well containing 2.4× 105 p. In the initial demonstration experiment, ATRAP detected 14±4
H events produced in this way (Fig. 16).
An important advantage of this method is that the n-value of the formed H can be selected by
simply tuning the wavelength of the lasers used to excite the alkali atoms to a Rydberg state, prior
to the first charge-exchange collision that produces Rydberg Ps∗ (see Sect. 4.4.1). Moreover the H
is expected to be formed at significantly lower temperature than those produced by, e.g., three-body
recombination in nested Penning traps. This is related to the fact that the velocity of H most likely
corresponds to the velocity of the ingredient p prior to recombination. Whereas in nested Penning traps
the p and e+ clouds must be accelerated towards each other to overlap which can potentially increase
the H temperature, in the resonant charge-exchange case the target p can be kept static and cold in the
Penning trap, waiting to collide with the cold Ps∗ and form H of the same temperature. These features
may be important for future experiments on antimatter gravity (see Sec. 8.4).
4.5 Antihydrogen trapping
4.5.1 Magnetic traps
Figure 17: Hyperfine energy levels of H in the 1s ground state as a function of the strength
of an external magnetic field (Breit-Rabi diagram). In the state vectors shown, the single
arrow refers to the e+ spin and the double arrow refers to the p spin. Figure from Ref. [11].
Experiments with H have important advantages compared to the corresponding ones for H, since
even a few H can be detected with high sensitivity by measuring their annihilation in the experimental
apparatus. The very low numbers of H now available to experimentalists, however, also represents a
challenge. Whereas precision laser spectroscopy experiments of H [161] typically employ cold beams
with a flux of 1017 s−1 [162], the corresponding flux in the H case is in principle limited among many
things by the production rate of p at the AD of 3 × 107 every 90–100 s. Trapping of H thus suggests
itself as an obvious means to make efficient use of the rare atoms.
Neutral atom traps confine H using the fact that those atoms whose magnetic moments are aligned
opposite an external magnetic field B will have lower energies in a lower field. The Breit-Rabi diagram
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of Fig. 17 schematically shows the binding energies of the hyperfine sublevels of the H 1s ground state,
as a function of B. Since the energies of the so-called “low-field-seeking” states c and d increase with
B, H that populate these states, when placed in the inhomogeneous magnetic field of the trap, tend to
drift towards and collect at the center where the field is minimum. Conversely, the “high-field-seeking”
states a and b are repelled from the field minimum and can be ejected from the trap.
In practice there are several possible field configurations: Ioffe traps [163] employ a quadrupole or
octupole magnetic field for confinement of atoms in the radial direction, and “pinch” coils for axial
confinement. These traps have been used to confine H atoms [164, 165] and achieve Bose-Einstein
condensation [166]. An alternative geometry involves the use of anti-Helmholtz coils which create a
quadrupole trap with an axial symmetry [163, 167].
Typical values of the magnetic field gradients in Ioffe traps that can be achieved by current tech-
nology is ∆B ∼ 1 T between the center and walls of the trap. This corresponds to a potential well
depth expressed in temperature units of µBohr∆B/kB ' 0.7 K, implying that only H with mK-scale
temperatures can be trapped. This is much smaller than the typical well depths (few kV) that can be
achieved for charged particles in Penning traps.
4.5.2 Compatibility of traps for neutral atoms and charged particles
Neutral H are normally loaded into atom traps by either decelerating them via atomic collisions, or
by allowing them to interact with cryogenic surfaces within the trap which are covered with liquid He.
So far there are no corresponding techniques to load such a trap with H arriving from the outside (a
possible exception is the coil gun technique [168]). The H atoms must instead be produced directly
within the magnetic fields of the trap, before they can be successfully captured. This implies the use of
an atom trap which is superimposed on some Penning traps, for simultaneous confinement of H, p, and
e+. One such design employs a Ioffe-trap with a non-zero magnetic field at the center. This so-called
“bias field” serves as the magnetic confinement field of a nested Penning trap for charged particles.
There were previous concerns, however, with the feasibility of this design, since the Ioffe trap in-
cludes a radial magnetic multipole field which breaks the cylindrical symmetry. This seemed to be at
odds with the confinement theorem for stably trapping non-neutral plasmas in Penning or Penning-
Malmberg traps, which imposes a strong requirement for preferring a cylindrical symmetry [169]. In
fact, experiments have shown that when magnetic quadrupole fields are superimposed on Penning traps,
the radial diffusion of the trapped e− plasmas is significantly increased [170], and the confinement prop-
erties can even be destroyed [171]. Atom traps with higher-order radial multipole [172] and other field
configurations [173] have been suggested to alleviate this problem. On the other hand, it has been
shown that single charged particles confined in Penning-Ioffe traps with a radial quadrupole field [174]
can follow stable trajectories. This may imply that relatively low-density clouds of charged particles
can still be stably trapped, even if high-density non-neutral plasmas cannot.
It was to later great relief that further experiments demonstrated p and e+ confinement in nested
Penning traps superimposed on Ioffe traps, with either radial octupole [175] or quadrupole [176] mag-
netic fields. Two additional intermediate goals were soon achieved on the path towards H trapping, i):
production of H in a Penning trap of comparably low (1 T) magnetic field [177] compatible with the
magnetic bias field of an Ioffe trap, and ii): H production in a Penning-Ioffe trap with a quadrupole
magnetic field [178].
A different proposal for superimposing neutral atom and charged particle traps is the so-called “cusp
trap” 18, which attempts to employ a magnetic quadrupole field with cylindrical symmetry [167]. Here
charged particles can escape along the magnetic field lines which constitutes a “loss cone” of plasma
confinement in a magnetic mirror. This loss, however, can be prevented by overlapping an electric
octupole field with a cylindrical symmetry [167]. This so-called “magnetic cusp and electric octupole
(MCEO)” idea can be seen as a higher-order multipole generalization of the Penning trap principle.
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Figure 18: Left panel: Schematic layout of the cusp trap for mixing p decelerated by the
ASACUSA radiofrequency quadrupole decelerator with e+ accumulated in a Penning trap.
Right panel: Schematic drawings of the (a) trap electrodes, (b) magnetic field along the
trap axis, and (c) electrostatic potential on the axis. The e+ and p were mixed in a nested
Penning trap located in the upstream part of the apparatus. The H formed here traversed
the magnetic cusp field (note the zero-crossing of the magnetic field in (b) at z = 0 mm) and
were field-ionized downstream in the field-ionization trap (FIT). Figures from Ref. [6].
Confinement of non-neutral plasmas in such a MECO trap has been demonstrated. The density profile,
however, shows a crater near the trap center [179]. Simulations show that one distinct feature of the
cusp trap is the possibility to extract a polarized beam of H [167], which may be important for carrying
out future measurements of H hyperfine splitting using such a beam (Sect. 8.3). Other simulations show
that the cusp trap may have advantages in a cooling process which occurs as Rydberg H spontaneously
decay inside a magnetic trapping field [180]. Some H have recently been produced using conventional
nested Penning traps in the cusp trap apparatus, and detected on the other side of the magnetic cusp
field [6].
4.5.3 Magnetic trapping of antihydrogen
In 2010, the ALPHA collaboration demonstrated a major breakthrough of magnetically trapping cold
H [8]. A superconducting Ioffe trap with a radial octupole field having a potential depth of about 0.5 K
was used in this experiment, the magnetic field distribution of which is shown in Fig. 19. By mixing
3× 104 p and 2× 106 e+ in nested Penning traps located within the bias field of the Ioffe trap, several
thousand H were produced. On average a single H in several such trials was cold enough to remain
trapped. The magnetic trapping field was then ramped down, releasing the H within a well-defined
time window. An imaging silicon detector recorded the vertices of the resulting annihilation events.
Shortly after this initial demonstration, ALPHA extended the H trapping time to > 1000 s. Fig. 20
shows the observed rate of H trapping as a function of confinement time. Whereas three-body recom-
bination initially produced Rydberg H, the long confinement times ensured that they cascade down to
the 1s ground state. Theoretical calculations indicate that the time scale for this to occur is in the ms
regime, for initial states near n = 25− 30 [181].
The ATRAP collaboration also observed H confined for 15–1000 s in a slightly different type of Ioffe
trap (Fig. 21) with a radial quadrupole field [10]. More (106) p were used in this experiment, and a high
H trapping rate of 5 ± 1 per trial was observed. The trapping of ground-state H constituted another
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Figure 19: Left panel: Schematic of the ALPHA apparatus showing the electrodes of nested
Penning traps at the center. The neutral H atom trap utilized mirror coils for axial confine-
ment and octupole coils for radial confinement. Right panel: (a) Cross-sectional drawing of
the H trap showing the distribution of the radial octupole magnetic field along the xy-plane.
(b) Cross-sectional drawing of the magnetic field strength in the y-z-plane which include the
trap axis. The effect of the mirror coils for axial confinement can clearly be seen. Green
dashed lines depict the locations of the inner walls of the electrodes. A bias magnetic field
at the trap center of 1 T was produced by an external solenoid (not shown) and used for
trapping the charged constituents p and e+ in nested Penning traps. Figures from Ref. [8].
Figure 20: The H trapping rate as a function of confinement time measured by the ALPHA
collaboration. These H have decayed down to the 1s ground state. Figure from Ref. [9].
crucial step towards H spectroscopy. High precision experiments will presumably require a large number
of trapped H, and so both collaborations are working towards this goal.
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Figure 21: Left panel: Schematic layout of the ATRAP apparatus showing the nested Pen-
ning and Ioffe traps. An external solenoid (not shown) added a 1-T magnetic field along the
trap axis zˆ. The experimental apparatus was actually vertical, but shown horizontally in this
figure for clarity. Right panel: (a) Electrostatic potentials along the central axis of the trap
used to contain (solid line) and remove (dashed line) charged particles. (b) Electrode cross
sections with equipotential energy contours for low-field-seeking, ground-state H confined in
the Ioffe trap. (c) Axial electric field contours used to clear p and e+ before trapped H are
detected. Figures from Ref. [10].
4.6 Microwave spectroscopy of the ground-state hyperfine structure of antihydrogen
The 1s-ground state of H contains four magnetic substates characterized by the total angular momentum
and magnetic quantum numbers (F,M) = (0, 0), (1, 1), (1, 0) and (1, 1) (Fig. 17). The ground-state
hyperfine splittings between the F = 0 (singlet) and F = 1 (triplet) states of H has been measured
[182, 183] to a precision of ∼ 10−12 using a H maser,
νHFS = 1 420 405 751.766 7(9) Hz. (17)
This value is to leading order determined by the Fermi contact interaction and is proportional to the p
magnetic moment µp,
νHFS =
16
3
(
Mp
Mp +me
)3
me
Mp
µp
µnucl
α2cR∞(1 + ∆). (18)
The term ∆ contains QED and other corrections of relative size ∼ 1.1 × 10−3. Since the µp value has
recently been measured by a separate Penning trap experiment [20] with a precision of ∼ 10−6 (see
Sect. 6), a measurement of νHFS of H to a precision of 10
−6 would provide information on the magnetic
form factors of p [184, 185] i.e., the non-relativistic magnetic size (Zemach) radius which contributes to
a ∼ 30-ppm shift in νHFS. The proton polarizability contributes a further shift of < 4 ppm.
The ALPHA collaboration recently succeeded in inducing microwave transitions between these hy-
perfine levels in trapped H. In the energy level diagram of Fig. 17, the proton spin resonance (PSR)
transitions |c〉 → |a〉 and |d〉 → |b〉 were measured. For this, microwave radiation at a frequency of
∼ 29 GHz was injected along the trap axis using a horn antenna. The spin-flip transitions excited states
|c〉 and |d〉 of trapped atoms into high-field seeking states, which led to H expulsion from the trap.
When the magnetic field of the neutral atom trap was ramped down after exposing the H to resonant
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Figure 22: Detected H vertices for a 30 s time interval as a function of position along the
trap axis in the first microwave spectroscopy experiment of H carried out by the ALPHA
collaboration. An annihilation peak appears near the center of the Ioffe trap when the
microwaves injected into the apparatus are resonant with the spin-flip transition. No such
signal appears both when the microwaves are off resonance and when no microwaves are
injected at all. The signal is consistent with a simulation, gray histogram. The dashed
black line is the result of a simulation of trapped H annihilating on residual gas. This is not
compatible with the observed signal. Figure from [11].
microwaves, those atoms which were expelled from the trap were missing; this constituted the so-called
“disappearance mode” signal. Another method of observing resonant transitions was to detect annihi-
lation events during the injection of microwaves, which constituted an “appearance mode” signal. Both
types of signals have been clearly observed in the experiment, as shown in Fig. 22. This observation of
induced spin-flip transitions in ground-state atoms marks the advent of H spectroscopy.
5 Antiprotonic helium
5.1 Metastable antiprotonic helium atoms
Antiprotonic helium atoms (pHe+ ≡ p + He2+ + e−) [12, 186, 187] are three-body Coulomb systems
composed of a helium nucleus, an e− in the 1s-ground state, and a p populating a Rydberg state with
principal and angular momentum quantum numbers of n ∼ ` + 1 ∼ 38. The energy level diagram of
the p4He
+
isotope in the region n = 31− 40 and ` = 30–39 is shown in Fig. 23. Precise measurements
on the transition frequencies of pHe+ can be used to determine the antiproton-to-electron mass ratio
[15, 16], and constrain the equality of the p and p charges and masses [13, 14, 16].
Antiprotonic atoms (denoted pX+) can be readily synthesized for a given element X by replacing one
or more atomic e− with a negatively-charged p [188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195]. The substitution
takes place spontaneously, when p are brought to rest in the substance concerned. These exotic atoms,
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Figure 23: Level structure of the p4He+ atom. The solid lines indicate the radiation-
dominated metastable levels with lifetimes of 1–2 µs, the wavy lines Auger-dominated short-
lived states. The broken lines show the final pHe2+ ionic states formed after Auger e−
emission. The curved arrows indicate Auger transitions with minimum |∆`|. On the left-
hand scale the theoretical absolute energy of each state (n, `) is plotted relative to the
three-body-breakup threshold. The calculated resonance wavelengths of radiative transitions
following the constant-v propensity rule are given in nanometers. Figure from Ref. [202].
however, are usually destroyed within picoseconds by electromagnetic cascade mechanisms that result
in the rapid deexcitation of the p and its annihilation in the nucleus of X via strong interaction.
The pHe+ atom alone retains µs-scale lifetimes against p annihilation in the nucleus, even in dense
helium targets [187]. The extreme longevity is due to the fact that the p trapped in the Rydberg states
have almost no overlap with the nucleus, and furthermore cannot easily deexcite by Auger emission
[196, 197, 198, 199, 200] of the remaining e− owing to its large (I ∼ 26 eV) binding energy and the large
multipolarity (∆` ≥ 3) of the necessary transition. This 1s e− protects the p against Stark mixing with
low-` states which overlap with the nucleus, during collisions [201, 202] with other helium atoms. The
atoms can be synthesized via the reaction,
p+ He→ pHe+(n,`) + e−. (19)
Some of the p are then captured [203, 204, 205] into states with n-values of around,
n ∼ n0 =
√
M∗/me, (20)
where M∗ denotes the reduced mass of the atom, and me the e− mass. This corresponds to the p orbital
with the same radius and binding energy as that of the displaced 1s e− in Eq. 19. The n0 values for
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the p4He
+
and p3He
+
isotopes are respectively 38.3 and 37.1. The relative ease in synthesizing large
numbers of pHe+ and its long lifetime make this atom amenable to high precision laser spectroscopy.
5.2 Theoretical calculations
The pHe+ energy levels have been calculated by three-body QED calculations to relative precision of 1
part in 109 [17]. This involved first solving [206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217,
218, 219] the non-relativistic Hamiltonian expressed in natural units of me = h¯ = e = 1,
Enr =
〈
− 1
2m13
∇2r1 −
1
2m23
∇2r2 −
1
m3
∇r1∇r2 +
Z1Z3
r1
+
Z2Z3
r2
+
Z1Z2
R
,
〉
. (21)
using numerical variational methods. Here the indices 1, 2, and 3 correspond respectively to the He
nucleus, p, and e−. In fact, in the case of the ground state of normal He atoms, the non-relativistic
binding energy Enr = −2.903724377034119598296 a.u. has been calculated to 19–22 digits of precision
by several theoretical groups [217, 220, 221] using a variety of trial functions containing a few thousand
basis sets. The case of pHe+ is in principle more difficult since the states are resonances that can decay
by Auger emission of the e−. Nevertheless for some pHe+ states with µs-scale lifetimes against Auger
and radiative decay, the Enl values were calculated with a claimed precision of ∼ 15 digits using the
Feshbach formalism [217]. The Hamiltonian was projected onto the subspace of closed channels which
provided a sufficiently accurate approximation of the wave function. States with ns-scale Auger lifetimes,
on the other hand, were calculated to ≤ 12 digits of precision [17, 218] using the complex-coordinate
rotation (CCR) method [216], which takes into account the resonance nature of pHe+.
In addition to Enr, perturbative calculations [17] were carried out to determine the relativistic
corrections of the 1s e− (Erc), the nucleus and p (Ekin), and the anomalous magnetic moment of the
e− (Eae). Also calculated were QED corrections due to the one-transverse-photon exchange (Eexch);
the one-loop self-energy (Ese) and vacuum polarization (E
(3)
vp ); the recoil correction (E
(3)
recoil) of order
R∞α3me/Mp; and one- and two-loop corrections (Eα4 , Eα5) of orders R∞α4 and R∞α5. The charge
radii of the 3He and 4He nuclei give corrections of Enuc = 4 − 7 MHz, whereas that of the p is much
smaller (< 1 MHz) owing to the large `-value of the states. The values for the p4He
+
transition
(36, 34)→ (34, 32) are shown in Table 1 (Ref. [222]).
The latest calculation [17] uses fundamental constants compiled in CODATA 2002 [223], includ-
ing the 3He- and 4He-to-electron mass ratios, the Bohr radius, and Rydberg constant. To preserve
independence the more recent CODATA 2010 values [81] were not used, which include results from
previous experiments [15] and three-body QED calculations on pHe+. Similar calculations have been
carried out on HD+ and H+2 molecular ions [224, 225, 226], and the results agree with laser spectroscopy
experiments to a fractional precision of ∼ 10−9.
5.3 Single-photon laser spectroscopy
Initially, all laser spectroscopy experiments of pHe+ were carried out by inducing single-photon laser
transitions [227, 228] from metastable states (indicated by solid lines in Fig. 23) to states with ns-scale
lifetimes (wavy lines) against Auger emission of the e−. The transitions were excited using simple, ns
pulsed dye lasers [229]. Two-body pHe2+ ions [230] remained after Auger decay. Since the `-substates
of the ion are highly degenerate, collisions with other He atoms in the experimental target caused Stark
mixing with S, P, and D states at high n that have a large overlap with the He nucleus. The p was
absorbed in the He nucleus within picoseconds, resulting in annihilation and the emission of several
pi+ and pi−. The resonance condition between the laser and the atom was detected by measuring the
count rate of these pi+ and pi− as a function of laser frequency, using acrylic Cherenkov counters [231]
surrounding the experimental target.
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∆Enr = 1 522 150 208.3
∆Erc = −50 800.9
∆Eae = 454.9
∆Eexch = −84.9
∆Ekin = 105.7
∆Enuc = 4.7
∆E(3)se = 7 311.0
∆E(3)vp = −243.0
∆E
(3)
recoil = 1.4
∆Eα4 = 113.1
∆Eα5 = −11.5
∆Etotal = 1 522 107 058.9(2.1)(0.3)
Table 1: Contributions from various relativistic and QED corrections to the transition
frequency of the p4He
+
transition (n, `) = (36, 34)→ (34, 32). From Ref. [222].
4He+p (40,35) (39,34)
(39,35) (38,34)
(37,35) (38,34)
(37,34) (36,33)
(36,34) (35,33)
(35,33) (34,32)
(32,31) (31,30)
( ν     − ν       ) / ν        (ppb)th exp exp
-50 0 50
3He+p
(38,34) (37,33)
(36,34) (37,33)
(36,33) (35,32)
(34,32) (33,31)
(32,31) (31,30)
( ν     − ν       ) / ν        (ppb)th exp exp
-50 0 50
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Figure 24: Fractional deviations of experimental (filled circles with error bars) and theo-
retical (squares) transition frequencies of p4He
+
and p3He
+
. Figure from Ref. [15].
Twelve transition frequencies νexp in the p
4He
+
and p3He
+
isotopes were measured [14, 15] by single
photon laser spectroscopy in this way, with a fractional precision of (9 − 16) × 10−9. In Fig. 24, the
νexp values (indicated by filled circles with error bars) are compared with three-body QED calculations
νth (squares) of Ref. [17]. The four highest-precision measurements in p
4He
+
, and (36, 34)→(37, 33) in
p3He
+
agreed with νth within < 1× 108. Four νexp frequencies for p3He+ were 2σ above the νth values.
5.4 Sub-Doppler two-photon laser spectroscopy
The precision of the single-photon spectroscopy experiments above was limited to 10−7–10−8 due to the
Doppler broadening effect. As in normal atoms, the thermal motion of pHe+ at temperature T strongly
broadens the measured widths of the laser resonances by ν
√
8kBT log(2)/Mc2, wherein ν denotes the
transition frequency, kB the Boltzmann constant, M the atom’s mass, and c the speed of light. One
way to reach an experimental precision beyond this Doppler limit is provided by nonlinear two-photon
spectroscopy. As described in Sect. 8, the 1s− 2s transition frequency in atomic H has been measured
to a precision of 10−14 by irradiating the atom with two counterpropagating laser beams, each with a
frequency corresponding to half the 1s − 2s value. This arrangement cancels the Doppler broadening
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Figure 25: (a) Energy levels, (b) Cherenkov detector signals, and (c) experimental layout for
two-photon laser spectroscopy of pHe+. (a) Two counterpropagating laser beams induced
the two-photon transition (n, `) = (36, 34)→(34, 32) in p4He+ via a virtual intermediate
state of the p tuned close to the real state (35, 33). (b) Cherenkov detectors revealed the
annihilation of p4He
+
following the nonlinear two-photon resonance induced at t = 2.4 µs
(blue). When one of the lasers was detuned from resonance frequency by ∼ 500 MHz, the
two-photon signal abruptly disappeared (red). (c) The pHe+ were synthesized by decelerating
a beam of p using a radiofrequency quadrupole, and allowing them to stop in a cryogenic
helium target. Two Ti:sapphire pulsed lasers whose optical frequencies were stabilized to a
femtosecond frequency comb were used to carry out the spectroscopy. CW, continuous wave;
RF, radio frequency; SHG, second harmonic generation; THG, third-harmonic generation;
ULE, ultralow expansion; PMT, photomultiplier tube. Figures from Ref. [16].
to first order because the red shift in the frequency of one of the lasers seen by the pHe+ is exactly
canceled by a corresponding blue shift in the other laser. It is normally difficult, however, to apply this
to the pHe+ case, because of the small probabilities involved in the nonlinear transitions of the massive
antiproton.
Two-photon transitions of the type (n, l) → (n − 2, ` − 2) however, were successfully induced
(Fig. 25(a)) by exciting p between the parent and daughter states through a so-called ”virtual” in-
termediate state. This is a dressed-atom state that temporarily arises due to the interaction of the
pHe+ with the laser field. If the frequencies ν1 and ν2 of the counterpropagating laser beams are
tuned so that the virtual state lies near (e.g., within ∆νd ∼ 10 GHz) to a real state (n − 1, ` − 1),
the overlap of their wavefunctions becomes large and so the probability of the two-photon transition
(n, l) → (n − 2, ` − 2) is enhanced by a factor of > 105 [232]. Note that the population in the state
(n − 1, ` − 1) is unaffected by this; the state only serves to enhance the transition probability. The
first-order Doppler width is then reduced by a factor |ν1 − ν2| /(ν1 + ν2).
Even under these conditions of enhanced transition probability, MW-scale laser pulses are needed
to excite the two-photon transitions. Lasers with high spectral purity and low phase noise are needed
to avoid rapid dephasing in the amplitude of the two-photon transition. For this (Fig. 25 (c)) two sets
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Figure 26: Profiles of sub-Doppler two-photon laser resonances of pHe+. (a) Doppler- and
power-broadened profile of the single-photon resonance (n, `) = (36, 34)→(35, 33) of p4He+.
(b) Sub-Doppler two-photon profile of (36, 34)→(34, 32) involving the same parent state.
(c,d) Profiles of (33, 32)→(31, 30) of p4He+ and (35, 33)→(33, 31) of p3He+. Black filled
circles indicate experimental data points, blue lines are best fits of theoretical line profiles
(see text) and partly overlapping arrows indicate positions of the hyperfine lines. Figures
from Ref. [16].
of Ti:Sapphire lasers of pulse length 30-100 ns and linewidth ∼ 6 MHz were developed [233]. They were
based on continuous-wave (cw) lasers of wavelengths 728–940 nm whose frequencies were measured to a
precision of < 10−10 using a femtosecond optical comb [234] locked to a global-positioning-system disci-
plined, quartz oscillator. This seed beam was pulse-amplified to the 1-MW peak power needed to excite
the two-photon transitions, using a Ti:Sapphire pulsed oscillator and amplifier. Spurious modulations
in the pulsed laser frequency or ”chirp” induced during this amplification are an important source of
systematic error, and were measured using a heterodyne spectrometer [235, 236]. The precision of this
laser system of < 1.4× 10−9 was verified [233] by measuring some two-photon transition frequencies in
Rb and Cs [237] at wavelengths of λ = 778 nm and 822 nm.
It was essential to use cryogenic He targets of low enough density for the relaxations caused by
collisions between pHe+ and other He atoms that could inhibit the two-photon transition to remain
small. This implied the use of p beams of low enough energy (E ∼ 70 keV) to be stopped in such
targets within the volume irradiated by the 20-mm-diameter laser beams. Pulsed beams containing
7 × 106 p were provided by the RFQD (Fig. 25 (c)). The beam was transported [238, 239] by an
achromatic magnetic beamline to the target chamber filled with 4He or 3He gas at temperature T ∼ 15
K and pressure p = 0.8 − 3 mbar. At a time ∼ 2 µs after the formation of pHe+, horizontally-
polarized laser beams of energy density ∼ 1 mJ/cm2 were simultaneously fired through the target in a
perpendicular direction to the p beam. Fig. 25 (b) shows the Cherenkov signal (indicated in blue solid
line) as a function of time elapsed since the arrival of p pulses at the target. Lasers of wavelengths
c/ν1 = 417 and c/ν2 = 372 nm were tuned to the two-photon transition (36, 34) → (34, 32) so that
the virtual intermediate state lay 6 GHz away from the real state (35, 33). The above-mentioned
annihilation spike corresponding to the two-photon transition can be seen at t = 2.4µs. When the
417-nm laser alone was tuned slightly (by 0.5 GHz) off the two-photon resonance condition (red line),
the signal abruptly disappeared, which indicated that the background from any Doppler-broadened,
single-photon transitions is very small.
36
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Figure 27: (a) Fractional deviations between the two-photon transition frequencies of pHe+:
experimental (νexp, blue circles) and theoretical values (νth, red squares). (b) Antiproton-
to-electron and proton-to-electron mass ratios. The antiproton-to-electron mass ratio deter-
mined from the pHe+ data agrees to within a fractional precision of ∼ 1.3 × 10−9 with the
proton-to-electron values measured in previous experiments and the CODATA 2002 recom-
mended value obtained by averaging them. Figures from Ref. [16].
Fig. 26 (b) shows the resonance profile measured by detuning the ν1 laser to ∆νd = −6 GHz, whereas
ν2 was scanned between -1 and 1 GHz around the two-photon resonance defined by ν1+ν2. The measured
linewidth (∼ 200 MHz) is more than an order of magnitude smaller than the profile of the corresponding
single-photon resonance (36, 34)→ (35, 33) (Fig. 26 (a)). This sharp line allowed the determination of
the atomic transition frequency with a correspondingly higher precision. The two-peak structure with a
frequency interval of 500 MHz arises from the dominant interaction between the e− spin and the orbital
angular momentum of the p (Sect. 5.5). Each peak is a superposition of two hyperfine lines caused by
a further interaction between the p and e− spins. The asymmetric structure is reproduced by lineshape
calculations and is due to asymmetric spacings between the hyperfine components.
Fig. 26 (c) shows the (33, 32) → (31, 30) resonance at wavelength λ = 139.8 nm with the lowest
n-values among the two-photon transitions. All hyperfine lines are much closer together (at inter-
vals of ∼ 100 MHz). The p3He+ resonance (35, 33) → (33, 31) (Fig. 26 (d)) contains eight partially-
overlapping hyperfine lines arising from the spin-spin interactions of the 3He nucleus, e−, and p. The
spin-independent transition frequencies νexp were obtained by fitting each profile with a theoretical
lineshape (indicated by solid lines) which was determined by numerically solving the nonlinear rate
equations of the two-photon process. Various sources of statistical and systematic errors such as the
AC Stark shifts [232, 240], Zeeman shifts, and frequency chirp were evaluated.
The νexp values (indicated by filled circles with error bars in Fig. 27 (a)) agree with theoretical νth
values (squares) within (2.3 − 5) × 10−9. This agreement is a factor 5–10 times better than in the
single-photon experiments described in the previous section.
When the antiproton-to-electron mass ratio Mp/me in these calculations was changed by 10
−9,
the νth-value changed by 2.3–2.8 MHz. The best agreement between the experimental and calculated
frequencies were obtained with a mass ratio,
Mp/me = 1836.1526736(23). (22)
The uncertainty of 23 × 10−7 includes the statistical and systematic experimental, and theoretical
contributions of 18× 10−7, 12× 10−7, and 10× 10−7.
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This is in good agreement with the three previous measurements [241, 242, 243] of the proton-to-
electron mass ratio (Fig. 27(b)) with a similar experimental precision. The most precise value for p is
currently obtained by comparing the g-factors of hydrogen-like 12C5+ and 16O7+ ions measured by the
GSI-Mainz collaboration with high-field QED calculations. The CODATA recommended value [81, 223]
for Mp/me is taken as the average of these experiments. By assuming CPT invariance and using the
CODATA recommended value for the p mass, Mp = Mp = 1.00727646677(10) u, one can further derive
a value for the e− mass,
me = 0.0005485799091(7)u, (23)
from the pHe+ result.
Hughes and Deutch [244] constrained the equality between the p and p charges and masses δQ =
(Qp − Qp)/Qp and δM = (Mp − Mp)/Mp to better than 2 × 10−5. For this they combined X-ray
spectroscopic data of antiprotonic atoms (which is proportional to Q2pMp) and the cyclotron frequency
(∝ Qp/Mp) of p confined in Penning traps measured to a higher precision. One can improve this limit by
factor > 104 using the linear dependence of δM and δQ on the νth-values of pHe
+, i.e., δMκM + δQκQ ≤
|νexp − νth| /νexp. For the three transitions, the constants were estimated as κM = 2.3–2.8 and κQ = 2.7–
3.4, whereas the right side of this equation was evaluated by averaging over the three transitions as,
< (8±15)×10−10. Meanwhile the constraint of Eq. 3 from the TRAP experiment implies that δQ ∼ δM .
From this it was concluded that any deviation between the charges and masses are < 7× 10−10 at 90%
confidence level [16].
5.5 Laser-microwave-laser triple resonance spectroscopy
The microwave transition frequencies between the hyperfine sublevels of pHe+ was measured by laser-
microwave-laser triple resonance spectroscopy [186, 245, 246, 247]. The spin-spin and spin-orbit interac-
tions between the p and e− in p4He+ cause each metastable state to split into four magnetic substates,
denoted by J−+, J−−, J++, and J+− as shown in Fig. 28 (a). The dominant splitting corresponding to
a frequency interval ∆νHF = 10–15 GHz arises from the interaction between the e
− spin and the orbital
angular momentum of the p. The size of ∆νHF is primarily sensitive to the magnetic moment of the e
−,
rather than the p. A smaller spitting of ∆νSHF = 150–300 MHz is caused by the interaction between
the p spin and its orbital angular momentum. This frequency ∆νSHF is in principle more interesting
for CPT consistency tests since it is roughly proportional to the p magnetic moment [248], but the
short lifetime of pHe+ and other experimental limitations makes it unfortunately difficult to directly
measure this with a high precision. All measurements therefore concentrated on the microwave ∆νHF
transitions.
In the experiment (Fig. 28 (b)), p4He
+
were first synthesized by allowing a beam of 5.3-MeV p to
come to rest in a microwave cavity filled with cryogenic helium gas of typical atomic density ρ ∼ 3×1020
cm−3. The stainless-steel cavity [246] was cylindrical with a loaded quality factor (i.e., the ratio between
the cavity bandwidth and resonance frequency) of ∼ 100 and a central frequency of f ∼ 12.91 GHz.
The atoms were first irradiated with a laser pulse tuned to the transition (n, `) = (37, 35)→(38, 34) at
wavelength λ = 726.1 nm, which stimulated the transition denoted by f− in Fig. 28 (a). This selectively
depopulated the p occupying the two states J−+ and J−−, while those in the states J++ and J+− were
unaffected by the laser beam.
A microwave pulse of frequency f = 12.9 GHz and typical power ∼ 4 W was admitted into the cavity
through a waveguide, thus generating a standing wave in the cavity. A triple-stub-tuner was inserted
into the waveguide circuit outside the cryostat, which allowed the impedance of the transmission line
to be matched to the cavity and the central frequency chosen. By this method the cavity was tunable
across a frequency range of 100 MHz, while achieving at each frequency point a resonance condition
with a quality factor close to ∼ 2700. The microwave stimulated electron spin-flip transitions between
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Figure 28: (a) Energy level diagram indicating the splitting of a p4He
+
state and observable
laser transitions f− and f+ from the atomic state (n, L) to a daughter state (n′, L′). Wavy
lines denote allowed magnetic transitions with frequencies ν+HF and ν
−
HF associated with an
e− spin flip. (b) Schematic layout of microwave spectroscopy experiment.
the state J−+ and J++ at frequency ν+HF, and between J
−− and J+− at ν−HF. The resulting change in the
populations in J−+ and J−− were detected by a second laser pulse, again tuned to the f− transition.
In Fig. 29 (a), the resonance signals detected in this way are shown as a function of microwave
frequency. The expected resonances at ν+HF and ν
−
HF were clearly observed. By increasing the timing
delay between the two f− lasers between 200 and 500 ns, the resolution was increased. The frequency
difference ν−HF − ν+HF MHz (Fig. 29 (b)) is especially sensitive to the p magnetic moment. By averaging
the results measured at four target pressures, a value ν−HF − ν+HF = 27.825(33) MHz was obtained
[18, 247]. By comparing this with the results of three-body QED calculations [248, 249, 250, 251, 252],
the magnetic moment was obtained as µp = −2.7862(83)µnucl. This determination with a precision of
0.3% is in good agreement with the value measured by X-ray spectroscopy of pPb atoms to a similar
precision. The precision on µp was later improved by the Penning trap experiment described in Sect. 6.
Two microwave transitions between the hyperfine sublevels of state (n, `) = (36, 34) in p3He
+
were
similarly detected [253] at frequencies of 11.12559(14) GHz and 11.15839(18) GHz.
5.6 Chemical physics
A variety of systematic studies was also carried out on the chemical-physics properties of pHe+. The
numbers of p populating the metastable states (n, `) were studied by measuring the intensity of the
laser resonance involved in each state [205]. Nearly all the pHe+ were found to lie in the region n = 37–
40 immediately after the formation of the atom, with the n = 38 and 37 states having the largest
population. This appears to support the estimation given in Eq. 20. On the other hand, theoretical
calculations predicted sizable populations in the n > 40 states, but experiments detected very few p in
them. This may be due to collisions between pHe+ and other helium atoms in the target which destroy
the populations in these states.
The Auger rates of many p3He
+
and p4He
+
states were measured in Refs. [199, 200]. Most of the
results agreed with theoretical calculations, but state (37, 33) in p4He
+
revealed decay rates which were
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Figure 29: (a) Laser-microwave-laser triple resonance signal involving the p4He
+
state
(n, `) = (37, 35). The delay between the first and second laser pulses which respectively
creates a population asymmetry between the hyperfine states, and detects the microwave
transition is varied between 200–500 ns. (b) Frequency difference ν−HF − ν+HF measured at
target pressures between 150–500 mb (filled squares) and the average (circles) of the three
experimental data points. Figures from Ref. [18].
orders of magnitude larger than the theoretical values. Calculations [198] indicated that such a short
lifetime is caused by a strong coupling to an electronically excited p4He
+
state, where the electron
occupies the 3d orbital, and the p the state (n, `) = (32, 31) [13].
The radiative lifetimes of p4He
+
states were measured [202, 201] as a function of the atomic density
ρ of the helium target. One state (n, `) = (39, 35) retained a lifetime τ ∼ 1.5 µs at even liquid helium
densities [201], whereas other states became dramatically short-lived. For example, the lifetime of
(37, 34) decreased from τ = 1.2 µs to 130 ns, as ρ was increased from 1 × 1020 to 6 × 1021 cm−3.
Theoretical calculations [254, 255] have been unable to qualitatively explain the reason for this.
The antiprotonic helium ion (pHe2+) is a singly-charged, two-body system composed of an antiproton
and helium nucleus. Cold (temperature T ∼ 10 K) p4He2+ and p3He2+ ions with lifetimes τi ∼ 100 ns
against annihilation were produced [230]. These states had principal and angular momentum quantum
numbers ni = 28–32 and `i = ni − 1, and constituted ideal semiclassical Bohr systems. Their spin-
independent parts of the energy levels (left side of Fig. 23) can be calculated to very high precision
(∼ 10−8) using the simple Bohr formula,
En = −4R∞hc
n2i
M
me
Q2p
e2
. (24)
Owing to this simple structure, the ion may be a candidate for future precision laser spectroscopy
experiments.
When small (10–100 ppm) admixtures of H2 and D2 impurity gases were mixed in the target He, the
resulting chemical reactions with p4He
+
caused the state lifetimes to shorten to ns scales [256, 257, 258].
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The cross section for this reaction involving state (n, `) = (39, 35) at target temperatures T = 10–60 K
was measured to be around ∼ 3×10−15 cm2. This roughly corresponds to the geometrical cross section.
The cross section for (37, 34) on the other hand was much smaller, and decreased from 5 × 10−16 to
1 × 10−16 cm2 as the temperature was reduced from 300 K to 30 K, then leveled off below 30 K. This
behavior was interpreted to indicate the presence of a quantum-tunneling effect with a small activation
barrier at low temperature [258].
6 Antiproton magnetic moment measured in a Penning trap
Figure 30: (a) Cross-sectional view of the analysis Penning trap used by the ATRAP
collaboration to measure the magnetic moment of p. The electrodes were made of copper,
with an iron ring which introduced an inhomogeneous magnetic field superimposed on the
solenoidal one of the Penning trap. (b) The B-field along the trap axis. (c) Top view of
the paths of the oscillating current which flipped the p spin. (d) An oscillating electric field
introduced on the electrodes drove the cyclotron motion of p. Figures from Ref. [20].
Part of the ATRAP collaboration recently measured the magnetic moment of a single p confined in
a Penning trap as [20],
µp = −2.792845(12)µnucl. (25)
A comparison to the proton value,
µp = 2.792846(7)µnucl, (26)
which was measured [259] using the same method and trap electrodes resulted in the determination of
the constraint,
µp/µp = −1.000000(5), (27)
to a precision of 5×10−6. In this experiment, the spin of the p confined in the static magnetic field B of
a Penning trap (Fig. 30) was flipped by applying an oscillating magnetic RF field close to the Larmor
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frequency,
νL = − µp
µnucl
QpB
2piMp
. (28)
By measuring the rate of observed spin-flips as a function of the applied drive frequency, a resonance
curve emerged from which the p Larmor frequency was extracted. The value of the field B was then
determined from the cyclotron frequency of the trapped p using Eqs. 1 and 2. The magnetic moment
was derived from the ratio of the two measured frequencies,
νL/νc = µp/µnucl. (29)
Figure 31: Time-averaged signals indicating spin-flips induced in a single p confined in
a Penning trap measured by ATRAP collaborators. The signal was observed as a sharp
excursion in the eigenfrequency of the axial motion, when a drive RF was applied to the
electrodes to excite quantum transitions in either (a) the p spin-flip, or (b) cyclotron, degrees
of freedom. Figures from Ref. [20].
The experimental challenge lay in the detection of this spin flip (Fig. 47). This was carried out
by applying the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect, where an inhomogeneous magnetic field of a so-called
“magnetic bottle” was superimposed on the Penning trap. This inhomogeneous field caused a small
shift in the axial oscillation frequency νz of the trapped p depending on its spin orientation (Fig. 31).
The continuous Stern-Gerlach effect was also used in the famous experiments which measured the g− 2
of the e− and e+ [260]. The latest incarnation of this experiment [261, 262] determined the g − 2 of e−
as,
g/2 = 1.00115965218073(28), (30)
by detecting the individual quantum jumps associated with a single e− flipping its spin in a Penning
trap. The sensitivity of this effect for p, however, scales proportionally to µp/Mp, the size of which is
10−6 of the e− and e+ cases. At the experimental conditions of the p work of Ref. [263] for example,
a p spin-flip shifted the eigenfrequency 674 kHz of the axial motion by 190 mHz. In addition to this
coupling to the spin magnetic moment, the magnetic bottle also couples to the magnetic moment arising
from the orbital angular moment of the particle motion to the axial frequency. This second coupling
causes background baseline shifts and fluctuations in the axial frequency which are difficult to control,
presenting a considerable experimental challenge. Single spin-flip events have not been detected so far
due to insufficient signal-to-noise ratios. Nevertheless, the time-averaged spin-flips of a single p [20] as
well as a p [259, 263, 264] have been detected using a statistical method, where the signals from several
spin-flips were added together to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio.
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7 Atomic and nuclear collisions, and applications
7.1 Stopping powers
The stopping powers −dE/dx of p with kinetic energies 1–100 keV in various conductor (C, Al, Ni, Au)
and insulator (LiF) targets were systematically measured using the decelerated beam emerging from the
RFQD [21, 22, 23]. The p at such low velocities vp lose their energy predominantly by inducing some
electronic excitations in the target material, whereas the contribution from collisions with the atomic
nuclei is negligible. Fermi and Teller [265] predicted that −dE/dx would then be roughly proportional to
vp using the following simple argument: the conduction e
− in metals can be treated as a free degenerate
gas with a thermal distribution of velocities having a maximum value ve which is larger than vp. Only
the fast classes of e− having velocities close to ve−vp can then collide with the p, since the Pauli principle
prevents slower e− from scattering into the final states that are already occupied in the conductor. The
number of such high-speed e− per unit volume in the material is of order n ∼ m3ev2evp/h¯3, whereas the
collision cross section is around σ ∼ (e2/mev2e)2 and the energy transfer per collision ∆E ∼ mevevp.
The stopping power can then be estimated as, −dE/dx ∼ ∆Eσnvp/vp ∼ m2ee4vp/h¯3, which implies its
proportionality against the p velocity.
(a) (b)
Figure 32: (a) Schematic diagram of the stopping-power experiment of p in various foil
targets. The positions of the micro-channel plates are indicated as Detectors #1 and #2.
(b) Image of p striking a micro-channel plate, the multiplied e− of which are imaged by a
phosphor screen. The tracks visible in the image are presumably caused by ions emerging
from the p annihilations. Figures from Refs. [21, 268].
Stopping powers linear to the projectile velocity have indeed been observed in most experiments
involving positive ion beams. Deviations from this proportionality have only been observed in He [266]
and Ne [267] targets. The theoretical interpretation of these results was greatly complicated by charge-
exchange effects in which the projectile ions can capture e− from the target atom. No such capture is
possible in the p case, and so the velocity-proportional −dE/dx can be directly studied.
The measurements were carried out by allowing p beams of energy 18–63 keV to enter a pair of
90-degree electrostatic spherical analyzers (Fig. 32 (a)). The first analyzer [268] selected p with energy
E1. The beam then traversed a target foil of thickness ∆x = 20–40 µm, and a second analyzer which
measured the energy of the emerging beam centered around E2. The stopping power at an average
energy (E1 + E2)/2 was then determined as −dE/dx = (E1 − E2)/∆x. By suitably biasing the foil
with a DC potential, the −dE/dx values at various p energies could be rapidly measured. The p that
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traversed the two analyzers struck a micro-channel plate (MCP) read out by a charged-coupled device
(CCD) detector located at the end of the experiment. The position resolution of ∼ 1 mm on the MCP
yielded an energy resolution of ±0.2% as shown in Fig. 32 (b). The tracks seen here are produced by
heavy ions recoiling from p annihilations on the surface of the MCP [268].
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Figure 33: (a) Stopping powers of p traversing C, Al, Ni, and Au targets as a function of
p velocity normalized to the Bohr velocity, v/v0. (b) Stopping powers of p and p on Al and
LiF targets as a function of velocity. Lines indicate velocity-proportional linear fits to the
data. Note logarithmic axes. Figures from Refs. [21, 22].
Fig 33 (a) shows the measured −dE/dx values for C, Al, Ni, and Au targets as a function of p velocity
vp normalized to the Bohr velocity v0. As expected, a linear dependence was observed below vp/v0 ∼ 1.
The experimental results agreed for some targets and velocity ranges with theoretical calculations based
on the free electron gas [269, 270], quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator [271], and classical binary
scattering models [272]. The p stopping powers were 50 − 60% of the p ones due to the Barkas effect,
in which the polarization of the target e− induced by the passage of p causes a reduction in −dE/dx
[273].
In the case of wide-band gap insulators, it was theoretically predicted that the −dE/dx values would
strongly deviate from a linear dependence and possibly exhibit a threshold effect [267]. This is because
when the projectiles ions are very slow, the e− in the target cannot easily excite over the band gap.
Surprisingly however, the measured stopping powers for both p [274] and p were found [22] to have a
linear dependence between energies of 2 and 50 keV (Fig. 33 (b)). The reason for this is not understood.
7.2 Atomic and molecular ionization cross sections
The total cross sections for p of kinetic energy E = 2–25 keV ionizing He and Ar targets were also
measured [24, 275]. The ionization processes of atoms by slow charged particles are not fully understood
[276], because the correlations between the many e− in the system make it difficult to theoretically treat
this dynamic problem. As in the−dE/dxmeasurements described in Sect. 7.1, the p is an ideal projectile
to study this since there is no complication from charge transfer.
This experiment involved first trapping some (6 − 7) × 105 p in a Penning trap (Fig. 34 (a)), and
cooling them to sub-eV energies by mixing the p with a cloud of e− also confined in the same trap [33].
The diameter of the p cloud was compressed to a few millimeters by applying a rotating electric field
on it [277, 103, 102]. The p were then extracted from the trap as a continuous beam, and transported
through an electrostatic beam transport line [278] to the experimental target. The beam passed through
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Figure 34: (a) Experimental layout where a p beam with keV-scale kinetic energy was
extracted from a Penning trap (labeled MRE) and transported by an electrostatic beamline.
The beamline included an extractor electrode (EE), several electrostatic lenses (L0–L4), and
steering deflectors (D1–D3). (b) Experimental setup for measuring the total cross section
of p ionizing various gas targets. A beam of p was focused by Einzel lenses onto a gas
jet target (collision center), and the emerging e−, ions, and p were detected. Figures from
Refs. [24, 33].
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three apertures (indicated by L1–L3 in Fig. 34 (a)) which separated the ultrahigh vacuum in the trap
from contamination gases originating from the target. The beam was accelerated to energy 2–25 keV
and steered through a gas jet target (Fig. 34 (b)) consisting of a mixture of 90% helium and 10% argon.
The p emerging from the target were detected by a MCP detector, whereas the ions were extracted by
a 333 V·cm−1 electric field in a perpendicular direction to the p beam, and focused onto a second MCP.
The He and Ar ionization events were isolated using time-of-flight methods, by recording the timing
difference between the arrivals of the p and ion. The cross sections σ were obtained using the relation,
Nion = Npσntltε, where Nion and Np denote the number of ions and p events, ntlt the integral of the
gas density along the projectile path, and ε the efficiency of detecting the ions. The value ntltε was
calibrated in a separate experiment involving the ionization of the gas by a 3-keV e− beam.
The single-ionization cross sections for He measured at p energies E = 3–30 keV are plotted in Fig. 35
(indicted by filled triangles [24]), together with past experimental results measured at the higher beam
energies of LEAR (squares [279] and circles [280]). They are compared with the results of numerous
theoretical calculations [281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292]. The results of a time-
dependent density functional theory with an optimized effective potential and self-interaction correction
[291] showed the best overall agreement with the experimental data, including the region around the
maximum of the cross section.
Figure 35: Total cross section of single ionization of He atoms at p energies E = 3–3000 keV
measured in Refs. [24, 279, 280]. Results of several theoretical calculations [281, 282, 283,
284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292] are shown superimposed. Figure from Ref. [24].
Ionization measurements were also carried out for molecular D2 targets, by detecting the D
+
2 ions
emerging from single, nondissociative ionizing collisions with p [25]. In Fig. 36, the measured cross
sections σ for D2 [25] and He [24] targets are compared for atomic Bohr velocities vp of the p between
0.3 and 1.5 a.u. The σ-value for He is roughly constant between 0.4–1 a.u., with a slightly decreasing
tendency towards lower velocities. The cross sections for atomic H for this velocity region has never
been measured, but a similar behavior is predicted by two theoretical calculations, the results of which
are indicated by green [293], brown [294], and black [286] dashed-dotted lines. Surprisingly, the values
for molecular D2 were roughly linear to vp in the region 0.3–1.0 a.u., in contrast to the behavior of
atomic targets. The experimental data also disagrees with the results of two-center atomic orbital close
coupling calculations [295]. Intensive theoretical studies are now underway to understand these issues.
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Figure 36: Cross sections for single ionization by p impact on molecular H2 and He as a
function of the laboratory velocity of the incoming p. For atomic H, calculations of Refs.
[286] (dashed-dotted black curves), [293] (green dash-dot-dot), and [294] (brown solid curve
at low velocity) are shown. For H2, experimental data of Refs. [25] (triangles) and [280]
(open circles) are plotted together with a solid line to indicate a linear fit below 1 a.u., the
sum of the cross sections for nondissociative and dissociative ionization (filled squares), and
theoretical calculations of Ref. [295] (long-dashed dark blue curve). The vertical line indicates
the projectile energy above which more than 90% of the D+2 ions and projectiles emerging
from the collisions are collected by the experimental apparatus. For He, the experimental
data of Refs. [24] (inverted filled green triangle) and [280] (open squares) are shown. Figure
from Ref. [25].
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7.3 Nuclear annihilation cross sections
Numerous experimental groups have used the LEAR facility to measure the cross sections σanni of p
with kinetic energy E > 1 MeV colliding with various target nuclei, and undergoing annihilation. In
the semiclassical regime at relatively high energy, where the de-Broglie wavelength of the p is small
compared to the radius R of the target nucleus of mass number A, σanni is na¨ıvely assumed to be
independent of E and roughly equal to the geometric cross section, piR2 ∝ A2/3. In such a model the
target nucleus resembles a simple black disk. Measurements with antineutron (n) beams [296] of energy
∼ 2 MeV annihilating on various targets have indeed shown a ∼ A2/3 behavior.
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Figure 37: (a) Experimental setup for measuring cross sections of p annihilations at 5.3
MeV. The p annihilations on the target foil were measured by layers of scintillation fibers
surrounding the target. (b) Relative values of annihilation cross sections measured using
Mylar, Ni, Sn, and Pt targets. The results of best fits with functions CAα (solid line) and
K
[
1 + Ze
2(m+M)
4piε0ERM
]
(dashed line) are shown superimposed. The nuclear radius R is parame-
terized as 1.840+1.120A1/3 fm. Figures from Ref. [26].
The annihilation cross sections of negatively-charged p at kinetic energies E < 5 MeV are theoret-
ically assumed to be enhanced by the Coulomb force, which attracts the trajectory of the p towards
the nucleus of charge Z and mass M . The sum of this Coulomb focusing and the black disk [297] then
yields,
σanni ∼ piR2
(
1 +
Ze2 (mp +M)
4piε0ERM
)
, (31)
where ε0 denotes the dielectric constant of vacuum. Eq. 31 implies that at very low energies the
dependence on the mass number scales as σanni ∝ ZR ∝ ZA1/3. This has never been experimentally
verified due to the fact that such low energy, high intensity beams needed to measure σanni were not
available at LEAR. In fact, past LEAR experiments in the region E < 100 MeV [298, 299, 300, 301,
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302, 303, 304, 305, 306] have been generally limited to gas (e.g., H2, D2,
3He, 4He, and Ne) targets,
whereas solid targets have not been studied.
Figure 38: Nuclear reaction cross sections measured by various experiments for p beams
striking H (blue [298], red [299], green [300], and black [301] open stars), D (blue [301], red
[302], green [303] open circles), 4He (blue [304], red [301], black [305] open crosses), 3He (filled
squares [306]), C (filled circles [308]), Ne (green [309], red [310] open diamonds), Al (blue
[308], black [311] filled stars), Ca (open triangles [312]), Cu (black [308], green [311] eight-
pointed asterisk), Pb (red [311] and black [312] crosses), and Ni, Sn, and Pt [26] (indicated)
targets. Figure from Ref. [26].
The σanni values at E ∼ 5.3 MeV were recently measured [26] using Mylar, Ni, Sn, and Pt targets.
The pulsed p beam arriving from the AD normally resulted in such a high instantaneous rate of annihi-
lations on the experimental target, that it would be difficult to resolve and count the individual events
needed to determine σanni. This problem was solved by using annihilation detectors of high spatial gran-
ularity [307] to isolate the individual annihilations, and by changing the time structure of the p beam
to reduce the instantaneous rate. The 3×107 p circulating in the AD were divided into six pulses which
were distributed equidistantly around its 190-m-circumference. Each pulse of length 40–50 ns was then
sequentially extracted to the experiment at intervals of ∼ 2.4 s. The experimental apparatus (Fig. 37
(a)) consisted of a 1-m-long, 150-mm-diameter vacuum chamber that contained 0.9-µm-thick Mylar
target foils. Ni, Sn, and Pt layers were sputtered on the Mylar surface, their thicknesses calibrated to
a precision of 5–40 nm by separate Rutherford backscattering measurements using an α source. The
target was surrounded by three layers of scintillating fibers that reconstructed the tracks of the pi+ and
pi− emerging from the annihilations with a spatial resolution of 3–5 mm.
For each target, the number of reconstructed vertices Nev representing antiproton annihilations in
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the foil were counted. The annihilation cross section was determined from this data using the formula,
σanni ∼ NevMA/NpNAρltε, where MA, ρ, and lt denote the atomic weight, density, and thickness of
the target, NA the Avogadro’s number, and ε the efficiency of detecting an annihilation vertex. It was
difficult to precisely determine the number Np of p contained in the pulsed beam, but approximate values
were estimated by counting the small fraction of p undergoing Rutherford backscattering in the target,
and annihilating in the lateral walls of the chamber. This introduced a relatively large uncertainty
on the absolute normalization of σanni. Experimental values of σanni = (3.3 ± 1.5), (4.2 ± 0.9), and
(8.6 ± 4.1) b were obtained for the Ni, Sn, and Pt targets. This was consistent with the theoretical
value 4.9 b for Sn, obtained from a black-disk model with Coulomb corrections [297]. In Fig. 37 (b),
the relative cross sections are shown as a function of A. The results were consistent with the expected
A2/3 dependence within the relatively large error bars. In Fig. 38, the results are compared with past
cross sections measured for p traversing various gas and solid foil targets [298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303,
304, 305, 306, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312].
Recently, p beams of energy 130 keV decelerated by the RFQD were directed [313] through 70-nm-
thick foils of C, and other targets with 5–19 nm of Pd and Pt evaporated on the C foil surface [314].
Whereas the majority (> 99.99%) of the p passed through the thin foils, a small amount annihilated
by undergoing in-flight reactions with the target nuclei, or underwent Rutherford scattering. These foil
annihilations were measured by plastic scintillation counters surrounding the target. This may lead to
quantitative measurements of σanni at energies ∼ 130 keV.
7.4 Cancer therapy using antiproton beams
The Antiproton Cancer Experiment (ACE) measured the biological effectiveness of p beams destroying
cancer cells [27, 315]. In conventional radiation therapy involving accelerators, patients are irradiated
by e−, p, or heavy ion beams [316, 317] that reach tumors located at typical depths of ∼ 100–200 mm.
During the passage of these projectiles through cancer cells, free radicals and e− are created which can
interact with the biomolecules and destroy them. While single-strand breaks of DNA can be efficiently
repaired by the cell, double-strand breaks are more permanent and lead to the deactivation of the cell.
Ideally, the beam should deactivate the cancer cells that lie within a small volume relative to the total
size of the tumor, while sparing the outside healthy cells. Thus the shape of the energy loss or Bragg
curve along the trajectory of the penetrating particle is important. Gray and Kalogeropoulos [318]
suggested that p may be superior to other particles in this respect, since in addition to the energy loss
−dE/dx of the p, its subsequent annihilation in a cancer cell deposits some additional 20–30 MeV of
energy close to the annihilation point [319]. Ions with MeV-energies are created either by nuclear recoil
or fission following the annihilation, and since the range of these are short (< 10µm), biological damage
is expected to stay within the proximity of the annihilation.
The ACE collaboration irradiated samples of V79-WNRE Chinese hamster cancer cells with pulsed
p beams of energy E = 50 MeV provided by the AD (Fig. 39). The cells were suspended in a gel placed
in a plastic tube, and the tube in turn was positioned in a bath of glycol-water mixture which mimicked
a patient’s body. After p irradiation, the gel was cut in 0.5-mm-thick slices, and the clonogenic survival
of the cells in each slice was measured. Comparative measurements were made with 50-MeV protons
and 60Co gamma rays.
In Fig. 40, the clonogenic survival fractions of cancer cells measured near the plateau of the Bragg
peak, and the plateau near the target surface, are compared as a function of the fluence of p and p
beams in arbitrary units. The biological effective dose ratio (BEDR) is defined as the ratio of beam
fluences which create a certain clonogenic cell survival (for example 20%) in the peak versus the plateau
of this energy deposition curve. This corresponds to cell survival in respectively the cancer tumor versus
the healthy tissue along the incoming path. ACE found that the BEDR for p is 3.75± 0.50 times larger
than for protons. The authors claim this stems from two contributions: the increase in dose deposition
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Figure 39: Layout of the ACE experiment. A p beam of energy 50 MeV left the vacuum
tube of the beamline through a Ti window, traversed a 2-step degrader, a beam current
monitor and a scintillator before entering a plexiglas tank containing a glycol-water mixture
and the biological sample (photo insert upper right). The p dose profile and the slicing
protocol for extracting the cell clonological survival data is shown at upper left. Figure from
Ref. [27].
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Figure 40: Left: Measured clonogenical survival fractions of cancer cells irradiated by 50
MeV protons, as a function of the p fluence. Results are shown for cells situated in the
spread-out Bragg peak and in the plateau, closer to the target surface, respectively. Right:
Corresponding data for 50-MeV p irradiation. The curves are drawn to guide the eye. The
two p data sets were obtained in two different runs. Figures from Ref. [27].
in the Bragg peak due to the p annihilation, and the fact that the dose is deposited mainly by heavy
fragment ions. They also pointed out that the BEDR improvement is substantial; Levegru¨n et al. [320]
showed that an increase of dose administered to a prostate cancer from 60 to 90 Gy increases the tumor
control probability from 15 to 95%.
The authors also found that the cell deactivation outside the Bragg peak is small. For example, for
a p induced dose which resulted in a cell survival of around 15% in the Bragg peak, the cell survival
was better than 95% only 2 mm downstream of the position where the p stopped. This is due to the
fact that the secondary radiation caused by antiproton annihilation that penetrates over long distances
(> 1 mm) consists mostly of minimum-ionizing particles.
8 Future experiments and facilities
8.1 Extra Low ENergy Antiproton (ELENA) ring
CERN and the AD user community are now constructing the Extra-Low Energy Antiproton (ELENA)
facility (Fig. 41), which is a magnetic storage ring of circumference ∼ 30 m located inside the AD ring
[37, 321]. The 5.3-MeV p provided by AD will be injected into ELENA, where they will be decelerated
over a 20-s cycle to E = 100 keV. The magnetic fields of the six dipole magnets in the hexagonal
ring (Fig. 41) will be decreased from 3000 to 500 Gauss during this deceleration. Electron cooling will
reduce the emittance and momentum spread of the beam to ε = 4pi mm mrad and ∆p/p ∼ 10−4. For
this the circulating p beam at momenta 35 and 13.7 MeV/c are merged with an e− beam of respective
energies 355 and 55 eV, and currents 15 and 2 mA over a 1-m-long interaction region. The e− beam
must have small transverse (0.1 eV) and longitudinal energy spreads, to avoid heating the p beam.
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Figure 41: Possible layout of future ELENA storage ring now being designed at CERN.
The 10-m-diameter, hexagonal ring contains an electron cooler, a magnetic injection kicker
(labeled KFI) which allows 5.3 MeV antiprotons to be injected into the ring, two electrostatic
ejection kickers (KFE) to extract 100-keV antiprotons to experiments located outside the
ring. Figure from Refs. [37, 321].
To prevent the rapid increase in the diameter of the p beam due to collisions with residual gases, the
vacuum inside ELENA must be maintained better than 5× 10−12 mbar. Four 300-ns-long pulses, each
containing ∼ 6× 106 p, will be extracted using two electrostatic ejection kickers located inside ELENA.
This beam will be delivered to several experiments simultaneously. For this > 100 m of beamlines
containing electrostatic quadrupoles and dipoles will be installed.
The low energy and small emittance of the ELENA beam is expected to allow the existing ATRAP,
ALPHA, and AEg¯IS experiments to capture and accumulate ∼ 100 times more p in Penning traps per
unit time, compared to directly using the 5.3-MeV AD beam. Significant improvements in the atomic
spectroscopy and collision experiments of ASACUSA are expected as well. Additional beamlines will
be constructed for new collaborations, e.g. GBAR. The building and commissioning of ELENA will
take place between 2013–2017.
8.2 Towards antihydrogen laser spectroscopy
Much of the fascination which drives the present H trapping experiments arise from the prospect to
test CPT symmetry at unprecedented levels of precision, by carrying out ultrahigh-precision laser
spectroscopy of H.
8.2.1 Ultrahigh-resolution laser spectroscopy of hydrogen
The metastable 2s state of H has a long lifetime (122 ms) because the electric-dipole transition to the
1s ground state is forbidden by the parity selection rule. The 1s → 2s transition can be excited by
two counterpropagating ultraviolet laser photons at wavelength λ = 243 nm, which cancel the linear
Doppler shift in the resulting resonance profile [322]. These excitations to the 2s state can be readily
detected by applying a weak electric field (several V/cm is enough, see [323], Sect. 67) which mixes the
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2s state with the short-lived 2p state by Stark effects. The 2p state has a lifetime of 1.6 ns and decays
by emitting a Lyman-α photon of wavelength 122 nm.
Over the last four decades since the pioneering experiment of Ref. [322] which employed a cold
atomic H beam, the spectral resolution of the Doppler-free two-photon laser spectroscopy has been
improved by a factor of > 106. The observed linewidth of the 1s − 2s resonance now reaches levels of
< 1 kHz [161, 324, 325]. The results have been used to determine the Lamb shift in the 1s ground state
[326], the Rydberg constant [327], the H–D isotope shift [328, 329], the deuteron structure radius [328],
and a constraint on the variation of the fundamental constants [324]. For a review which includes a
discussion of the development of the theory, see Ref. [330].
The 1s−2s transition of H atoms confined in a neutral magnetic trap have also been studied by laser
spectroscopy [331]. These experiments are the culminations of a long effort at MIT and Amsterdam to
observe Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in H, which date much before the introduction of magnetic
trapping techniques of neutral atoms [332], see Ref. [333] for an account of the early history. The
techniques of magnetic trapping and evaporative cooling of H [334, 335] eventually enabled BEC in H,
which was detected by measuring the accompanying collisional frequency shifts in the 1s−2s transition
[336, 166].
8.2.2 Laser cooling of trapped antihydrogen
Future experiments on high-resolution laser spectroscopy of H will likely utilize trapped atoms [339].
One problem is that external magnetic fields shift the 1s − 2s (F = 1,mF = 1 → F = 1,mF =
1) transition frequency by an amount 186 kHz T−1. To reduce the magnetically-induced broadening
[339, 340] of the spectral line, it is important to cool H atoms and minimize their spatial distribution in
the inhomogeneous magnetic field of the trap. Although evaporative cooling has been used with great
success in the case of ordinary H and has enabled BEC, it is unlikely to be of much use in the case of
H due to the small number of atoms that can be trapped [341].
Laser cooling of H, on the other hand, does not require having high atom densities or numbers, and
can be carried out by utilizing the strong 1s− 2s electric dipole transition at wavelength 122 nm. Laser
cooling with Lyman-α radiation has been discussed by several authors [342, 343, 344], while alternative
laser-cooling methods have also been proposed for H [345, 346]. Most encouragingly, laser cooling of
H confined in a magnetic trap to temperatures of a few millikelvin has been demonstrated by using a
pulsed Lyman-α source [347].
Generating coherent Lyman-α radiation is a challenge, since there are no tunable lasers or nonlinear
frequency-doubling crystals available for that spectral region. Sum-frequency generation of several
incident laser beams that utilize the nonlinear susceptibility of atomic vapors and gases is commonly
used. Four-wave sum-frequency mixing produces the sum-frequency of three fundamental beams [348]
and has been employed to generate pulsed laser radiation at Lyman-α, typically using Kr gas [349,
350, 351, 352, 353]. Continuous-wave (cw) coherent radiation at Lyman-α can have distinct advantages
for laser-cooling of H, compared to typical pulsed sources that have ns-scale pulse lengths. Since the
pulse length is comparable to the lifetime of the 2p states of 1.6 ns, only a few excitations can be
induced per H per laser pulse, and moreover the rate of laser cooling is limited by the pulse repetition
rate. A cw source on the other hand can provide a larger rate for laser cooling. Its smaller spectral
bandwidth provides higher selectivity for magnetic substates of H in the trap, thereby reducing losses
due to spurious optical pumping to the untrapped magnetic sublevels a and b in Fig. 42.
The cross section for Lyman-α light being resonantly absorbed by H can be as high as 3λ2α/2pi [354].
This implies that the excitation rate for H illuminated with a 1 nW Lyman-α laser beam with diameter
of 1 mm is 5 s−1. Suppose that we would like to cool H confined in a magnetic trap starting with an
initial temperature of 1 K which corresponds to an average velocity of 150 m s−1. The average velocity
change per excitation is 3.3 m s−1, and so cooling to temperatures close to the Doppler- and recoil-limits
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Figure 42: Energy levels of H or H as a function of an external magnetic field (not to scale).
The hyperfine splitting in the n = 2 states is not resolved – see [337] for a version with more
detail. Precision spectroscopy in the microwave range at 1.42 GHz can be carried out on the
hyperfine splitting in the ground state. The substates c and d are low-field seeking states
which can be confined in a magnetic trap. Doppler-free two-photon laser-spectroscopy can be
carried out on the 1s−2s transition using counterpropagating laser beams at a wavelength of
243 nm in the vacuum ultraviolet region. Laser-cooling can be done on the strong Lyman-α
transition and will reduce residual Zeeman shifts and broadenings on the 1s− 2s transition.
Figure from Ref. [338].
could be completed in less than a minute using only 1 nW of laser power.
An important difference between pulsed and cw Lyman-α generation is that the power levels of
cw fundamental beams are many orders of magnitude lower than the peak powers typically used in
pulsed Lyman-α generation. The cw Lyman-α generation therefore requires the use of resonances and
near-resonances in the nonlinear optical medium. In the case of pulsed sum-frequency mixing, close
resonances are usually avoided as they can cause premature saturation of the VUV yield due to step-wise
excitation and multi-photon ionization.
Currently, cw Lyman-α laser light can be generated at power levels of up to 20 nW using mercury
vapor as a nonlinear optical medium and three fundamental laser beams. The first laser is tuned to
the longer wavelength side of the transition 6s1S0 → 6p3P1 in mercury at a wavelength 253.7 nm. The
second fundamental beam at 408 nm establishes an exact two-photon resonance with the 71S0 state.
The wavelength of the third fundamental light field at 545 nm is chosen such that the sum-frequency
is at Lyman-α. Bound states in mercury such as 11p1P1 and 12p
1P1 contribute significantly to the
nonlinear susceptibility [355]. The first cw coherent Lyman-α source [356, 357, 358] employed up to
three large-frame argon-ion lasers, which limited the reliability of Lyman-α generation. A new cw
Lyman-α source has therefore been set up based on solid-state laser systems [359, 360, 361]. It is
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hoped that this source will be a reliable basis for laser-cooling of H in a magnetic trap. The limits for
laser-cooling with Lyman-α are in the millikelvin range [342] which is cold enough to enable 1s − 2s
spectroscopy at a precision in the kHz range and below. This corresponds to a test of CPT symmetry
at a precision better than a few parts in 1012.
8.3 Higher-precision microwave spectroscopy of the antihydrogen hyperfine structure
As described in Sect. 4.6, the ALPHA collaboration has recently measured the ground-state hyperfine
structure of H confined in a magnetic bottle trap with a relative precision of 4× 10−3 [11]. The authors
note that this was a first proof-of-principle measurement, and no attempt was made to accurately
determine the spectroscopic lineshape. Further improvements in the experimental precision can be
expected in the nearest future. One source of systematic error is caused by the Zeeman shift in the
H microwave transition frequencies induced by the inhomogeneous magnetic field B in the atom trap.
ALPHA intends to reduce this error by constructing a trap with an extended area near the center with
a relatively homogeneous field where the spectroscopy can be carried out. They also intend [11, 362]
to measure the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) transition between the two energetically lowest
hyperfine levels (denoted |c〉↔|d〉 in Fig. 17). Since this transition frequency fc−d has a minimum value
765483207.7(3) Hz at a magnetic field of B0 = 0.65 T [363], experiments carried out using traps with
this field strength will be relatively free from the effects of inhomogenities in the magnetic fields shifting
or broadening the resonance. In this way, the collaboration expects to achieve an experimental precision
of 10−6.
Figure 43: Schematic layout of a possible method to carry out microwave spectroscopy of
the ground-state hyperfine structure of H using a polarized beam of H.
An alternative method to measure the microwave transition is pursued by the ASACUSA collabo-
ration [146] (Fig. 43). Here a beam of H emerging from the trap is allowed to pass through a sextupole
magnet, which focuses the H occupying the low-field-seeking states towards the beam axis, whereas
the high-field seekers are defocused. The H beam which is spin-polarized in this way then traverses a
microwave cavity where a spin-flip transition (e.g., from a low-field-seeking to a high-field seeking state)
is induced. The transition is probed by allowing the H to traverse a second analyzing magnet, which
focuses atoms occupying the low-field-seeking states onto a detector. The experimental precision is here
determined by the velocity, temperature, and emittance of the H beam, and may achieve a precision
similar to the ALPHA experiment described above. Simulations indicate that the beam emerging along
the axis of the anti-Helmholtz field of the cusp trap may be spin polarized, thereby avoiding the neces-
sity of the first sextupole magnet [167]. Efforts are currently underway to obtain a cold, high-intensity
H beam.
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8.4 Antihydrogen experiments to measure antimatter gravity
The inertial mass of p has been measured with a precision of 7× 10−10 [16] by combining the results of
cyclotron frequency measurements in Penning traps [71] with laser spectroscopy of pHe+ (see Sect. 5).
The gravitational mass of p (or antiparticles in general), however, has never been measured; the equiva-
lence principle, which is at the heart of general relativity, has never been tested with antimatter. Interest
in such questions is enhanced by the unknown origin of the acceleration of the expansion of the universe
and by the hypothesis of dark matter, which both suggest that our understanding of gravitation may
be incomplete. For possible scenarios of anomalous gravitational behavior and a general overview, see
Refs. [364, 365, 366, 367].
Previous attempts to measure the gravitational acceleration of e+ and p have been unsuccessful,
due to the fact that the trajectory of the charged particles were deflected by stray electric fields in the
experimental apparatus [368]. Two collaborations, AEg¯IS and GBAR, are now attempting to measure
instead the antimatter gravity of neutral H for the first time using novel methods. Gravitational
experiments using ordinary atoms have produced impressive results for quite some time (see e. g. [369,
370]), although none of them have involved H, since this atom is difficult to manipulate.
8.4.1 The AEg¯IS antimatter gravity experiment
Positron trap
Antiproton trap
Target for positronium production
Gratings for the g measurement
Position sensitive detector
Figure 44: Schematic layout of the AEg¯IS experiment, involving two parallel Penning-
Malmberg traps. The p will be accumulated and stored in the black region of the upper trap.
The e+ accumulated in the lower trap will be allowed to strike a porous target mounted in
front of a window in the p trap, thereby producing Ps. Laser pulses will excite the Ps to
Rydberg states with n = 20–30. The Ps will drift through the p cloud, thereby produc-
ing Rydberg H. Electric fields will accelerate the H as shown in the yellow region of the
trap. The H will traverse the two gratings and reach a position-sensitive detector where the
gravitational deflection of the beam trajectory will be measured. Figures from Ref. [372].
The proposed AEg¯IS antimatter gravity experiment (Fig. 44) [371, 372, 373] will produce cold H
in resonant charge-exchange collisions of Rydberg Ps∗ and p. The Ps will be produced in ultrahigh
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Figure 45: Schematic of the AEg¯IS Moire´ deflectometer for measuring antimatter gravity.
The device consists of two identical gratings and a position-sensitive detector. The length L
may be of order 300 mm and the grating period 80µm. Figure from Ref. [371].
vacuum by allowing e+ to collide with a porous SiO2 converter. The resulting Ps will then be excited
using two laser beams, the first at wavelength 205 nm which induces the transition n = 1→n = 3, and
the second one at wavelength 1650–1700 nm which excites the transition from n = 3 to the final Rydberg
state. The laser pulses needed for this will be produced by parametric generation and amplification
[374]. The Rydberg H will thus be produced as a pulsed beam. The population distribution of H
among the Rydberg states will be controlled by adjusting the wavelength of the second laser beam.
The Rydberg H will then be accelerated along the axis of the trap by electric fields, so that a beam of
temperature 100 mK emerges from the trap.
The free fall of H cannot be directly measured using this beam, because the radial beam divergence
and the distribution of vertical starting positions will be too large. These problems can be solved
by utilizing a Moire´ deflectometer, which consists of two gratings and a position-sensitive detector
(Fig. 45). The diffraction effect of H in this device due to the de-Broglie wavelength is negligible,
since the grating period is relatively large. The gratings instead select the propagation direction of
the incoming H beam. The atoms that traverse the two gratings then strike a position-sensitive silicon
detector, producing a shadow image comprising a set of fringes. The free fall of the atoms induces a
shift −g¯T 2 in the fringe positions, which can be used to determine the gravitational acceleration g¯ of
antimatter. Here T denotes the time-of-flight of H traversing the distance between the two gratings.
It can be experimentally determined by measuring the time interval between the arrival of the laser
pulse which induces H recombination, and the detection of H at the position-sensitive silicon detector.
Simulations have shown that a measurement of g¯ to 1 % relative precision requires about 105 H atoms
with a temperature of 100 mK in AEg¯IS [371].
8.4.2 The GBAR antimatter gravity experiment
The GBAR collaboration plans to produce ultracold H of even lower (µK) temperatures, and directly
measure antimatter gravity in a time-of-flight experiment [375, 36]. Laser-cooling with Lyman-α radia-
tion cannot be used to achieve such ultracold temperatures, because both the Doppler- and recoil-limits
for H are in the mK range. Instead GBAR will first produce positive antihydrogen ions (H¯
+
), confine
them in an ion trap together with ultracold laser-cooled ions (such as Be+), and utilize sympathetic
cooling [376]. The ultracold H¯
+
can then be irradiated with a laser pulse to photodetach and neutral-
ize it. This laser pulse can also define the start timing for a measurement of the time-of-flight of H
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Figure 46: Proposed layout of the GBAR experiment to produce beams of H
+
ions. High-
intensity pulses of e+ extracted from a Penning trap are guided onto a mesoporous film,
thereby producing Ps. These are excited to the metastable 3d state by laser-induced two-
photon excitation. A beam of p is allowed to traverse the cloud of Ps, which results in the
formation of H
+
ions. Figure from Ref. [36].
falling to an annihilation detector located some 100 mm below the trap. From this time-of-flight, the
H gravitational acceleration g¯ can be determined. Some 500 000 H¯
+
at a temperature of 20µK may be
sufficient to determine g¯ with a relative precision of 10−3.
This scheme involves H¯
+
ions, which have not been produced yet. Whereas negative H− ions are
commonly produced by asymmetric dissociation of H2 molecules, this formation method is excluded in
the H¯
+
case as there are no H2 molecules available so far. The GBAR experiment proposes to use an
alternative method involving charge-exchange with Ps as shown in Fig. 46,
H¯ + Ps→ H¯+ + e−. (32)
This requires high densities of Ps atoms [377]. For this an intense source of slow e+ based on pair
production with a beam of electrons from an industrial linac is being developed [378, 379].
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8.5 Sub-ppb-scale determination of the antiproton-to-electron mass ratio by laser
spectroscopy of antiprotonic helium
The experimental precision on the antiproton-to-electron mass ratio determined by laser spectroscopy
of pHe+ is currently around a factor of ∼ 3 worse than the proton-to-electron value recommended
by CODATA, obtained by statistically averaging several experimental results having a lower precision
[223]. Some pHe+ states have lifetimes of 1–2 µs against annihilation, corresponding to a natural width
of ∼ 100 kHz. This implies that a laser transition frequency of 1–2 PHz between two such states can
in principle be measured to a fractional precision of better than 10−12.
One of the factors which limited the experimental precision to (2.3− 5)× 10−9 in Ref. [16] was the
relatively small number of p that could be stopped in the experimental helium target to synthesize the
atoms. The AD provided a pulsed beam containing ∼ 3 × 107 p every 100 s, but after deceleration
in the RFQD, the beam emittance and energy spread became so large (100 mm mrad and > 30 keV)
that most of the p were not stopped in the He target but rather annihilated in the inner walls of the
RFQD and beamlines, or the walls of the experimental apparatus. The pi+ and pi− emerging from
all these annihilations caused a large background in the experimental data. Monte-Carlo estimations
indicate that the higher intensity and lower emittance of the electron-cooled p beam available from
ELENA would increase the number of synthesized pHe+ by a factor of ∼ 10, whereas the background
annihilations would be suppressed by an order of magnitude. This would improve both the statistical
error and signal-to-noise ratio in the experimental data.
The theoretical uncertainty on the transition frequencies is currently limited [17] to around 1×10−9
by the uncalculated radiative QED corrections with orders higher than mec
2α6/h. Recent advances in
the techniques of calculating higher-order terms in the H and He cases is expected to allow the pHe+
transition frequencies to soon be calculated to a precision of 1× 10−10.
8.6 Higher-precision determination of the antiproton magnetic moment
Figure 47: Schematic layout of the recent experiment carried out by BASE collaborators,
which measured the magnetic moment of a single proton confined in a Penning trap. The
experiment consisted of two traps connected by cylindrical transport electrodes. The central
ring in the right analysis trap was made of a ferromagnetic material, which created the
magnetic bottle field needed to detect the p spin-flips. The spin-flips were induced by a disc
coil. The lower graph shows the magnetic field along the z-axis. Figure from Ref. [263].
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The ATRAP collaboration is continuing efforts to improve the experimental precision on the p
magnetic moment, beyond their current limit of 4× 10−6 by attempting to detect individual spin-flips
of a single p confined in a Penning trap. The p or p will first be confined in a “precision” Penning trap
with a pure solenoidal field, where a spin-flip is induced by an oscillating field applied to one of the
electrodes. This spin-flip is detected by transferring the particle to an adjunct analysis trap which has a
quadrupole magnetic field superimposed on the solenoid field, and using the continuous Stern-Gerlach
effect described in Sect. 6. An additional improvement of 103 on the experimental precision of µp is
believed to be possible. Another collaboration (Baryon Symmetry Experiment, BASE) has recently
proposed a similar measurement (Fig. 47). These direct comparisons of µp and µp would provide an
important test of the consistency of CPT symmetry. When combined with the hyperfine structure
experiments on H, they may also help to derive constraints on the internal structure of p.
8.7 Reaction MIcroscope (ReMI) in ELENA
Figure 48: Differential cross sections for single ionization of He by 3-kV p in the laboratory
frame, calculated by first Born approximation with a frozen core (transparent meshed area)
and coupled pseudostate approximation (filled area). From Ref. [380].
The total ionization cross sections of p on atomic and molecular gas targets that were recently
measured (Fig. 35) are in good agreement with several theoretical models. Future measurements will
instead concentrate on the differential cross sections which will impose far stronger constraints on the
models. For example in Fig. 48, two sets of differential cross sections for single ionization of He by 3
keV p are shown, calculated by using first Born approximation (indicated by the transparent meshed
area) and a more advanced coupled pseudostate approximation (filled red area). Whereas the total
cross sections calculated by the two methods give similar values, the differential cross sections differ
substantially [380].
One possible way to carry out this experiment involves placing a reaction microscope [381] within the
ELENA ring. The circulating p of energy E ≤ 100 keV are allowed to make multiple passes through a
gas jet target. The angular distributions of the recoiling e− and ion pairs are analyzed using a magnetic
Helmholtz field and a parallel electrostatic acceleration field superimposed around the gas jet. This
setup will allow a kinematically complete experiment to be carried out, providing a measurement of the
differential cross section similar to the ones shown in Fig. 48 over a solid angle of ∼ 4pi.
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9 Conclusions and discussions
The first twelve years of AD operation have seen the first trapping of neutral H atoms, and microwave
excitations of magnetic transitions between the ground-state hyperfine sublevels. Ppb-scale laser spec-
troscopy of pHe+ atoms has yielded a new value for the antiproton-to-electron mass ratio. The magnetic
moment of a single p confined in a Penning trap was measured with a fractional precision of 4× 10−6,
and further improvements in the experimental precision may be possible in the near future. Several
atomic and nuclear collision experiments were carried out for the first time at kinetic energy ranges of
2–5000 keV, while the biological effectiveness of p beams deactivating cancer cells were measured.
Higher-precision spectroscopy experiments on H and pHe+ appear to be possible in the near future.
The magnetic moment of p confined in Penning traps may be measured with 103 times higher precision.
The first two-photon laser spectroscopy experiments on the 1s − 2s interval of H are anticipated.
Meanwhile, experiments to measure the gravitational acceleration of H have begun. The new ELENA
facility of CERN will allow experiments to confine 10–100 times more p in traps than before. On
the other hand, a new reaction microscope installed in ELENA may allow kinematically complete
experiments to be carried out on 100-keV p ionizing atomic or molecular gasses.
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